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On behalf of the 1500 members of The Ottawa Field-Natural-
ists' Club, I want to offer a most sincere welcome to the
hundreds of out-of-town naturalists who are participating in

the Federation of Ontario Naturalists' Annual Meeting and Con-
ference at Carleton University between June 3rd and 5th. The
OFNC is delighted to host this affair and to have the opportunity
to show fellow naturalists from across the province some of the
important natural features and phenomena of the Ottawa Valley.

This meeting is more than just an opportunity to explore
an area of the province that is largely unknown to many Ontario
naturalists and to renew old friendships. This will be the

largest gathering of naturalists in Ontario in 1983. It gives
us the chance to put our heads together, so to speak, and to

develop approaches and plans to help build awareness of the

natural world and appreciation for its special nature. By com-
ing together like this (FON and OFNC members alike)

,
we can

share experiences, expertise and - perhaps most importantly -

experience a sense of renewal.

We want FON members from out-of-town to leave this Meeting
with a sense of amazement at the natural richness of the Ottawa

Valley and an element of regret that more of it could not be

explored in the brief time available for such efforts. In this

way, we can look forward to the pleasure of your company again
- and again. We also want you to develop an appreciation for

some of the extraordinary places in the Valley, places that The

OFNC has been fighting to protect for years now. You'll be

hearing more of places like Alfred Bog, The Burnt Lands and the

Marlborough Forest. When you do, we'd like you to know just

how important these places are and, should FON involvement be

requested, be in a position to judge well.

We look forward to learning about the important concerns

and issues of the FON and its members throughout the province

so that we too can act more effectively to support natural

values protection in Ontario. This should be an exciting meeting

The OFNC has always argued that effective conservation can-

not proceed without sound, base-line information. Through such

vehicles as this publication, we have documented thousands of

pages of information on the natural sciences of the Valley.

This issue, dealing as it does with everything from butterflies

to cranes and from mushrooms to rails, is a good example of the

diverse interests and expertise of The OFNC. By sharing our

expertise and experience with you, and sharing yours in return.
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we all become better naturalists. That, surely, is the founda-
tion of effective conservation action.

WELCOME. .. .may you enjoy your visit with us as much as we

enjoy having you.

Do Your Part to Protect Alfred Bog

In this issue Don Cuddy describes the biological features
of the Alfred Bog, the largest bog off the Canadian Shield on

the southern Ontario lowlands and a treasurehouse of provincial-
ly and continentally significant flora and fauna. Protection
of the bog is clearly of vital importance, and the residents of

the local area strongly support its preservation. Unfortunately,

the bog is threatened.

In late April, an Ontario Municipal Board hearing is sched-
uled to consider a proposed zoning change from conservation to

agricultural land. Regardless of the 0MB decision, the only way
to provide effective protection for Alfred Bog is to buy it and
have it designated a Nature Reserve. With this aim in mind, the

Vankleek Hill Nature Society has formed the Alfred Bog Nature
Preserve Trust and is inviting people from all over Ontario and
western Quebec to join the Trust with a minimum donation of $5.,
the money to be used to buy the bog. You will recall the memo
from OFNC President, Dan Brunton, describing the Trust and
pointing out the Club's total support, which accompanied the
March-April issue of Tra-iZ & Landscape.

The appeal for funds has not been restricted to individuals.
Organizations such as the Federation of- Ontario Naturalists, the
Canadian Nature Federation and the Catharine Traill Naturalists
have pledged their support. On March 10, at a special meeting
in Ottawa to enlist the aid of other organizations, the Ottawa
Duck Club pledged the sum of $5,000. to the Trust and challenged
other organizations to match this incredible donation from an
organization of less than 100 members. If you believe, as so

many of us do, in the vital importance of wetlands in Ontario,
then you can help The Ottawa Field-Naturalists' Club meet this
challenge

.

If you have not already done so or would like to increase
your donation, please send a cheque to the Club address; make it

payable to The Ottawa Field-Naturalists' Club and mark it Alfred
Bog in Trust . A tax receipt will be sent for all donations over
$5. For further information, contact Ernie Beauchesne in Van-
kleek Hill (1-678-3874) or Roger Taylor (731-9270).
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Welcome
, New Members
Ottawa Area

Frederick & Heather Caloren
Allan Cameron
Jacques Chabot
Mary Davern
Lee DeKorte
Gillian Gray
Chris Halford
Mr. & Mrs. Jenkins
Hildegarde Kuelz & family

Nathalie Maillet
Mrs. Yona Payne & family
Helga Ray & family
Brian Scott & family
Ole Skrydstrup & family
Audrey Spanton
Harry Tellier
Scott Wilson

Other Areas

Martin McNicholl
Kim Poole
Helen Rowland

Langley, B.C.

Yellowknife, N.W.T.
Montreal, Quebec

March, 1983 The Membership Committee
Barbara Campbell, Chairman.

'W.E. Saunders - Naturalist"

The Mcllwraith Field Naturalists of London Ontario Incorpor-
ated republished the book of the above name for the 1981 Federa-
tion of Ontario Naturalists Conference on its fiftieth anniver-
sary. The Ottawa Field-Naturalists' Club, which contributed to

the cost of publication, has now received a copy of the book and
has turned it over to the Macoun Club Library.

William Edwin Saunders (1861-1943) grew up with a naturalist
background and learned his birds and bees at an early age - while
there were still Passenger Pigeons and no House Sparrows. His
father, an entomologist and a pharmacist, wrote the report leading
to the establishment of the Experimental Farm System and was the

first Director of the System (1886-1911). The W. Saunders Build-
ing at the Central Experimental Farm is named after the father.

In 1890, William Edwin organized what eventually became the

Mcllwraith Field Naturalists. He was a pioneer fellow in the

Nuttall Ornithological Society (now the American Ornithological
Union) and became the first president of the Federation of

Ontario Naturalists in 1931. He too was a pharmacist. A brother,
Charles, was knighted for his work with wheat, producing the

Marquis variety for use in the prairies.
Bill Cummer
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Bill Gummer

Ontario Hydro Eastern Ontario Transmission Route Study

Joyce Reddoch and Vivian Brownell have represented the Club
at meetings on the Kingston-Ottawa and Ottawa-Cornwall segments
of the Study. Priority ratings have been assigned to the differ-
ent types of land that might be affected, and alternative corri-
dors have been selected based on these ratings. These alternative
corridors will be presented to the public during the spring
months. Some problem areas to watch for are how close the lines
will come to Stony Swamp and where the Rideau Canal may be cross-
ed. In early summer, one corridor will be chosen, and the route
of the actual lines will be plotted.

Anne Hanes Award

The Council is concerned that no final selection of the
actual physical award has yet been made. Since there were few
suggestions from the membership, the Council has now appointed
a small committee to study the possibilities and to produce a

final recommendation for purchase. A sum of money has been set

aside for this purpose as a result of a number of donations made
specifically in memory of Anne.

Conservation Committee

The Council accepted on motion the Conservation Committee's
recommendation to form a Nature Reserve Subcommittee to concen-
trate on the identification and protection of significant natural
areas in Eastern Ontario. Stew Hamill will be the first chairman
Representatives of other Eastern Ontario naturalists' clubs will
be invited to participate.

Correction

The Council Report on page 44 of the March-April issue con-
tained an unfortunate error at the end of the second paragraph.
Volumes 15 and 16 of Trait & Landscape contained 264 pages, a

figure that makes the point about growth much better than the
incorrect 164.' Our apologies.
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Federation of Ontario Naturalists

Report Stew Hamill

When I was elected a director of the Federation of Ontario
Naturalists, I had little idea what that would actually mean.
My early impression of the Board of Directors was that it was a

group of elected directors with a few interested naturalist club
representatives. I soon discovered that the Board is, in fact,

composed of a representative of every federated club (about 50)

and a group of elected directors (about 30) . This means that
the Federation is a grass-roots organization controlled, as it

should be, by its federated clubs. Attendance at meetings lately
has been confirming this relationship.

It is with some dismay that the Board has been grappling
with the astonishing fact that a large proportion of the members
of the federated clubs are not members of the FON. The FON
thus is controlled by a group of federated clubs, many of whose
members are not sufficiently interested in the FON to bother
joining. Several solutions to this situation have been proposed,
including a membership drive, discount for dual membership, and
so forth. A committee is looking into the possibilities of auto-
matic membership in both organizations.

There are many good reasons for being a member of the FON:

a subscription to Seasons, the opportunity to attend annual con-

ferences and participate in outings, and a chance to meet other
naturalists around the province, are a few. But more important

is your support (both financially and numerically) for the FON's

activities in protecting natural areas around the province. The

recent new parks issue is an example of this work. Even if you

are interested only in The Ottawa Field-Naturalists' Club's area

of activity, your membership in the FON can make a difference.
At the January Board of Directors meeting, $500 was provided from

the Conservation Fund to assist the Vankleek Hill Nature Society
in its preparation for an Ontario Municipal Board hearing to

oppose the Alfred Bog zoning change from Conservation to Agricul-
ture. With three directors now from this part of the province,

we can get more support from the FON for provincially-signif icant

local issues.

The following topics were also discussed at the January

Board of Directors meeting:
- incorporation and insurance for naturalist clubs: incorporation

is very important for any contractual arrangements or actions

which may have legal consequences. Insurance is a must for a

club which has outings. The Ottawa Field-Naturalists' Club has

been incorporated since 1884 and has insurance.
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- Native Fishing Agreement: a representative of the Chiefs of

Ontario made a presentation in request of support for the Minis-
ter of Natural Resources' proposal. The Board voted to send a

letter of approval in principle to Mr. Pope.

- annual conference: planning for the 1983 conference in Ottawa
is well advanced. The 1984, 1985 and 1987 locations have already
been decided (Kitchener /Waterloo

,
Hamilton and Norfolk).

- budget: earlier in the year a loss on FON operations was pre-
dicted. The directors decided to tough it out and didn't cut any
programs. Now, thanks to dedicated work by the FON staff and

generous donors, we ended the year with an $11,000 surplus. Even
in difficult financial times Ontario naturalists reached into

their pockets to help protect the environment. After considerable
paring, the finance committee presented the 1983 budget with a

draft deficit of $22,000. This budget was approved by the Board
with the recognition that we can't ease up our activities.

Nature Canada
Bookshop
75 /Mbert Street, Lower Level

Ottawa (613)238-6154 ^ ^
Weekdays 9 - 5

Saturdays 10-4

Ottawa’s largest selection of

nature books, records and gift items

NOW OPEN ON SATURDAYS!

ANNUAL SPRING SALE
15% OFF Peterson Field Guides

15% OFF Bausch & Lomb
and Bushnell Binoculars

Savings on Selected Books
and Notepaper

*Sale ends June 30, 1983

Co-sponsored by the Canadian Nature Federation

and the Federation of Ontario Naturalists
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Many people found themselves wondering where winter was dur-
ing the months of January and February of 1983. And judging by
the bird sightings of the period, many birds no doubt were wonder-
ing the same thing J The above-average temperatures and low snow
accumulations tempted many birds to winter further north than
usual. These conditions resulted in observations of many birds
which normally winter south of Ottawa and in the absence of many
of our northern winter visitors.

One of the rarest attempted overwinterings was a Pied-billed
Grebe which was present near Lemieux Island until January 1st;

however, the bird was not recorded again after a cold spell froze
that part of the Ottawa River in early January.

A no-doubt puzzled Great Blue Heron was observed flying
along the frozen shore of Constance Lake on January 11th.

Many species of waterfowl overwintered in the Ottawa area
this year. Seventy Canada Geese were observed basking in the
warm sewage at Shirleys Bay until January 2nd. Evidently a cold
snap brought the geese to their senses; consequently, none was
seen after this date. A male American Widgeon masqueraded as a

Mallard for handouts at Manotick on January 29th, a very rare
winter record for Ottawa. A Pintail was also sighted at Manotick
during the period.

Several species of diving ducks were noted during January
and February. A Ring-necked Duck observed throughout the period

at Remic Rapids constituted the first such record for this spec-

ies. Our now winter resident female Barrow's Goldeneye remained
also throughout the period at Remic Rapids. Rounding off the

waterfowl were four Hooded Mergansers reported at several loca-

tions and a Red-breasted Merganser at Bate Island on February
16th.

A highlight of the period was the number of interesting
raptors observed. Of particular interest were the Golden Eagle
and Bald Eagle seen on several dates in the Luskville area. It

is always thrilling to see these magnificent birds, so rare in

the Ottawa area. Another magnificent raptor during the period

was a brown-grey phase Gyr falcon. This bird was regularly
observed in what can now be called Gyrfalcon alley, between Car-

lington quarry and the Greenbank Road area. A Northern Harrier
on January 24th near Twin Elm was an interesting winter record.
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There were some interesting owl sightings despite the lack
of many of the northern owls this winter. The wintering of nine
Short-eared Owls south of the airport provided many people with
excellent views of this delicate owl. On the robust side, this
winter was a good year for Snowy Owls with 10-15 being reported.

Our now-resident Sandhill Crane continued grazing with the
horses throughout the period in the Malakoff area.

Large concentrations of- gulls were seen on January 1st,

including Ottawa's first winter record of Thayer's Gull, a Ring-
billed Gull, 28 Glaucous Gulls, 44 Great Black-backed Gulls and
400 Herring Gulls. Gulls are occurring later and later in

Ottawa each year. It's likely only a matter of time before
gulls become a regular part of our winter avifauna.

Black-backed Woodpeckers (formerly Black-backed Three-toed)
were present in good numbers this winter, but Three-toed Wood-
peckers (formerly Northern Three-toed) were very scarce.

Golden-crowned Kinglets exploded in the Ottawa area this
winter with as many as 60 being recorded in one day.

It is quite unusual to be writing about warblers in a January
-February Recent Bird Sightings

,

especially when two species are
involved I The star of the show was a Pine Warbler overwintering
at Carleton University. Unfortunately, "Piney", as he had affec-
tionately come to be known to local birders, was found dead on
January 9th. An autopsy revealed the cause of death to be a blow
suffered by flying into a solid object. The bird was otherwise
in good health with good fat reserves. Four Yellow-rumped Warb-
lers were observed during the period. One Yellow-rumped remained
in the Pinecrest area at least to the end of February, the first
recorded in Ottawa to do so.

Finches were very conspicuous by their absence this year.
No Redpolls or Pine Grosbeaks were observed at any time during
the period. Evening Grosbeaks, uncommon at the beginning of the
period, made a big invasion during January and February. Many
other finches, such as crossbills and Pine Siskins, remained north
of Ottawa. The lack of finches here can be attributed to a good
food supply further north. Large concentrations of finches have
been reported from the boreal forest this winter. Of particular
note was a Red Crossbill nest found in Algonquin Park in February,
a first for the park. Finches will nest at any time of the year
if the food crop is good, and this nest indicates why we didn't
see these finches in good numbers around Ottawa this year. A
Rose-breasted Grosbeak at a feeder until January 23rd was only
the second winter record for Ottawa.

The period ended on a positive note with lots of Horned Larks,
indicating that spring was not far away.
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Sandhill Crane Overwinters
in the Ottawa Area

Bruce M. Di Labio and Richard Blacquiere

In late April 1982 a Sandhill Crane (Gtus canadensis) was
observed by some local residents in a rural area about 5 km east

of North Gower, near the junction of Regional Road 6 and the
Malakoff Road. On May 3, 1982, one of us (BMD) was contacted
by the owner of the property, Karen Lehmann, and the next day
viewed the bird and confirmed her identification. That day the
bird was observed to be missing one or more toes and also ap-
peared to have a damaged right eye. Otherwise, it seemed
healthy, flying without effort and calling occasionally.

The crane remained in that general vicinity throughout the
spring and summer, sometimes disappearing for one or two week
periods. By early fall it was frequently observed associating
with farm livestock (horses and cattle)

,
sometimes being less

than a metre from the much larger mammals. Its preferred com-
panions were horses, which were very tolerant of the tall bird
sharing their pasture and sometimes their food.

By late November it became evident that this Sandhill Crane
was not going to migrate south for the winter. Fears were ex-

pressed concerning its fate in the cold and snow of mid-winter.
The idea of capturing it and keeping it in a safe place over
the winter was discussed briefly. It was finally decided to

leave the bird free and let nature take its course.

Much to everyone's surprise, the Sandhill Crane did not
disappear, and it survived the coldest part of the winter.
the time of writing (March) the bird still appears healthy and

probably will survive the rest of the winter. Two factors in

its survival may have been the relatively mild winter and a

supplemented food supply courtesy of a local farmer who fed it

corn and soybeans

.

The survival of the bird this winter may give credence to

the rumour that a Sandhill Crane was in the same general area

the previous winter. Such speculation began when some local

residents commented that they had seen a similar bird the

winter before; however, no one in a position to be able to pro-

vide an exact identification ever saw that bird.

Prior to this observation, there seems to be only one other

Ontario record of a Sandhill Crane overwintering. It was a bird

which took up residence at the Metro Toronto Zoo from December

24, 1980, to mid -February
,

1981 (American Birds, 1981, 35(3):
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296) . It too had its food supply supplemented, in this case by

the zoo staff .

The Sandhill Crane which has been resident in the North Gower-
Malakoff area for at least a year. This metre-high bird with a
two-metre wing span comes from western North America.

photograph by Bruce Di Labio

* * *

CORRECTION: It's probably obvious, anyway, but in the Gray
Kingbird article on pages 56-57 of the last issue, the numbers
in the caption under the map should run consecutively from 1 to

7. In addition, the authors wish to acknowledge Michel Gosselin's
work in preparing the map. JMR
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A Holiday in the Marsh

Text and photographs by
Teresa Aniskowicz

Every year, when the time comes to plan for summer holidays,
I, like many other people, usually decide on a trip here or
there. But last spring I thought I would do something different;
I would spend my holidays in Ramsayville Marsh*, observing and
photographing the life of some of its secretive inhabitants. A
few years ago, I had studied the nesting behaviour of Soras and
Virginia Rails. I always wished I could continue that study.
I wanted to obtain more data and to record on film what I had
previously recorded in a notebook. Why not do it on my holiday?
Rails would be my principal goal, but, time permitting, anything
would be fair game. Three weeks were going to be too short to

do all I wanted to do, but I was going to make the most of the
time I had.

Leading up to this holiday, I spent several previous week-
ends in April and May searching for nests. I watched male Red-
winged Blackbirds stake out their territories before the females
arrived in the last week in April. The following week I found
a few nests that had been built, and by mid-May some already
contained completed clutches. By that time, the marsh was alive
with birds; Black Terns, Soras, Common Callinules and American
Bitterns, to mention but a few. I was becoming very anxious to

get going on my project. Finally, the last week of May arrived
- at long last I could be in the marsh full time. It was going
to be exciting, yes, but I did not kid myself; the real work
was about to begin.

The week before, on May 14, I had found a Sora's nest after
long hours of systematic searching. The nine eggs were warm,
indicating that they were being incubated. The nest was close
to shore, in shallow water. This situation bothered me as pre-
dation rates in the marsh are high, and this nest seemed particu-
larly vulnerable.

Often, when a Sora nest is approached, the owners run around
close to the intruder, scolding loudly and sometimes putting on

a distraction display reminiscent of that of the Killdeer. How-
ever, this particular pair always stayed out of sight and was
usually silent, although I did hear a few very faint calls.
This was a shy pair - I would have to be very careful. Working
as quickly as possible, I erected a blind some five metres from
the nest. For good photography I would have to be a lot closer,

* See the map on page 67 of the last issue of Trail & Landscape.
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A view of Ramsayvitle Marsh

but for now I wanted the rails to become accustomed to its

presence; otherwise, they might abandon.

At my next opportunity, on May 21, I again visited the nest.

To my great relief, all was well; it now contained 11 eggs.

Although I had known Sora clutches to number as many as 16, this

clutch had to be complete, as eggs are usually laid at the rate

of one per day. Doing some quick mental calculations, I figured
that it would be another week or so before hatching would begin.

(Incubation is about 20 days, but starts after the first four or
five eggs have been laid.) Causing as little disturbance as

possible, I moved my blind up closer. It was essential that by

hatching time the parents accept my blind in its final position
as part of the landscape; otherwise, I could not hope for the
birds to act normally.

Once the blind was moved, I spent the rest of the day wading
in the marsh, looking for other nests. I was unsuccessful as
far as rails were concerned, but I did find a Common Gallinule's
nest containing nine eggs. I put up another blind.

During the week that followed, whenever I was not watching
the incubating Soras, I kept an eye on the gallinules. On May
26 there were two chicks, and many of the eggs showed cracks in
the shells. I entered the blind and sat quietly waiting. Luck-
ily for me, it was a warm day, the nest was shaded, and the
chicks were not complaining; otherwise, I would have had to
leave

.
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After over three hours, a gallinule, elegant in its black
and deep gray plumage, the bright scarlet bony plate on the

forehead and the bill, scarlet with a yellow tip, approached
the nest very slowly and cautiously. It was perfectly soundless
and caused hardly a ripple on the water - like a ghost. It came
up beside the nest, went some distance away, stood around, ap-

proached again, moved away, and so forth, until it slowly came
and sat incubating, obviously still nervous. Soon it was up

again and off the nest although I had not moved or made the
slightest noise. I hardly dared breathe. But this time the

gallinule was not long in coming back. About an hour later it

was relieved by its mate, indistinguishable from the first bird.

For several hours I watched and took notes. Although my camera
was mounted on its tripod and in position for action, I did not
dare use it for fear of the noise the shutter would make.

The next day I entered the blind just as the sun climbed
over the horizon. The parents were nowhere in sight, but there
were four chicks. Since it was still cool, they started up a

long, drawn-out cheeping
which was barely audible.
However, it was effective
in quickly bringing a

cautious parent to the

nest. After some time,

I released the camera
shutter with apprehen-
sion; the clank seemed
louder than ever. The

brooding bird jerked its

head up, looking around
alarmed, but before long
it relaxed and continued
brooding. About 15

minutes later it changed
positions. After it sat

quietly for a few minutes
I again released the
shutter. This time the

bird was less startled.
Subsequently the gallin-
ules got fairly used to

the sound of the camera,
although they never quite
ignored it completely.
Nevertheless, I was able
to shoot many more frames
as they went about their
business of brooding and

feeding chicks, turning

The blind
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eggs, removing eggshells and relieving each other at the nest.

1 was struck by how quiet the chicks were. They never
cheeped either when left alone or when begging for food. In

the latter situation, they pushed out from under the brooding
parent, reached up and pecked at the parent's yellow bill tip,

but never cheeped loudly or vibrated their tiny wings as rail
chicks do. Otherwise, there were marked similarities in the

nesting behaviour of these closely related species.

Unfortunately, the Sora nest was due to hatch, so I could
not follow the gallinules any longer. Nevertheless, I felt very
satisfied that I had got some insight into the family life of
this secretive bird.

When incubating,
each bird sat on the

nest, always alert
although relaxed. They
changed positions rather
frequently, often rolling
the eggs over before
settling down again.
While sitting, they spent
fair amounts of time
pecking and pulling at
cattails they could
reach. Eventually this
created a canopy above
the nest, as well as a

screen behind which it

was sometimes difficult
to follow events on the

nest. Incubation bouts
were up to two hours
duration with the female
incubating more than the
male. During changeover,
the eggs were rarely left

Common Gallinute on nest

Interspersed with watching the gallinules, I had spent a

number of hours observing the incubating Soras and recording
their behaviour. Luckily ,

right from the start I could recog-
nize the individuals of this pair, although I had not marked
them in any way. One

bird had much more black
on its face, a charac-
teristic which, when a

discernible difference
does occur, indicates
the male.
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uncovered for more than a few seconds at a time.

Four chicks hatched on May 28. Once dry, they were specks
of jet black down except for a pinkish, almost bald spot on the
top of the head, a cherry-red cere and some stiff orange bristles
on the chin. That first day they were never left unattended.
At first the female did most of the incubating and brooding. I

watched her pull eggshells out from under her breast. She pecked
and shook them, and finally swallowed some pieces. Others she
carried off into the cattails. Both she and the male brought
food (mostly newly-emerged dragonflies) to the nest and presented
it to the incubating mate. The latter took the food, then stood
up and in turn presented it to the chicks, which would scramble
unsteadily from beneath the parent, reach up and peck the food.
They were clumsy and dropped it frequently. The parent would
pick it up and repeatedly present it until finally one of the
youngsters managed to take the morsel and gulp it down. This
state of affairs did not last long. Soon the chicks became more
adept at taking the food, often popping out from under the brood-
ing parent and taking it directly from the parent that brought
it, skipping the food- transfer ritual between the adults.

During subsequent days, additional eggs kept hatching. The
parents had to spend progressively more time feeding the increas-
ing numbers of chicks. Also, they started leaving the nest un-
attended for short periods of time. Some of the older chicks,
more steady on their over-sized feet, ran out and mobbed a parent
approaching with food. They spent increasingly more time outside
the nest. Soon they went on short excursions into the marsh,
following a parent which would search out food for them rather
than carrying it all the way back to the nest. However, the
adults never forgot that there were chicks (and eggs) left on
the nest. They saw to it that these youngsters were fed and
brooded, especially when a new one hatched.

On June 6 the last chick appeared. By this time its older
brothers and sisters were spending very little time on the nest,
or even in its immediate vicinity, except at night. This young-
est chick had to follow them in spite of being much smaller and
still weaker. Another brood of Soras had successfully left the

relative security of their nest. Now they would have to face a

harsh world. Few would survive the many perils that lay ahead
of them and return to breed next spring.

I resumed searching in earnest for more rail nests. I

especially wanted to watch a Virginia Rail family. Although I

was scolded by them several times, no amount of searching gave
any positive results. I would give up for a while but come back
a few hours later. Each time I got no response whatsoever on
the second visit. This led me to believe that most of the Vir-
ginia Rail nests had already hatched and that the scolding on
the first occasion was prompted by my approaching a brood hiding
in the cattails rather than by my coming near the nest. These
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Male Sara presenting food to chicks beside nest (top); Sora egg
hatching (middle); and Sora chick (bottom).
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searches proved somewhat frustrating but not unproductive, as I

saw many other interesting things.

One day a Least Bittern flew up several metres ahead of me.
Upon investigating the area, I found its nest, a platform of dry
cattails arranged in a criss-cross manner a half metre above the
water. It contained six eggs, the maximum clutch size according
to most books. Although on later excursions I turned up three
more nests, one of which contained seven eggs, I could only spare
the time to watch the first one.

On the several occasions I visited it during incubation, I

always found the female on the nest. This is not unusual as,

according to Weller (1961) , who has studied Least Bitterns
perhaps more than anyone else, the female spends more time incu-
bating than the male. By June 3, five of the six eggs had
hatched. It took another two days to hatch the last egg. The
chicks were tiny puffs of beige down with rather large, dark
eyes and a fairly stout, beige bill. At first they could only
hold their heads up, balanced precariously, for a few seconds.
Hence they spent most of their time lying together in a heap.
One of the parents was continuously in attendance brooding the

chicks at the nest; the chicks would streatch up and peck at the

adult's bill whenever it was within their reach. (See photo on
the opposite page.) This action induced the parent to regurgi-
tate partly-digested fish directly into the gullet of one of the
young. Only rarely did a fish fall into the nest. On such
occasions, the parent picked it up and swallowed it again.

After June 4 I never again saw the female; only the male
came to the nest. He had his "hands" full since the chicks grew
quickly and so did their appetites. Every time he approached,
he was literally mobbed by his offspring. His bill was grabbed
and pulled down. He regurgitated repeatedly then sat, and later
stood, with his bill pointing skyward, attempting to keep it

out of reach of the hungry mob. This worked only until a certain
age. Then the chicks kept nagging, sometimes roughly grabbing
and jerking his bill down, even when his crop was empty. He
took to spending less time on the nest, coming only to feed and
probably to brood at night.

By this time, sheathed feathers were showing through the
down, and the chicks, especially the older ones, spent more time
climbing around on the cattails near the nest. Through all this
the youngest chick remained visibly smaller. Since the chicks
that mob the most get the most food, I was concerned that this
youngster might starve, but in spite of the pushing and shoving
of its brothers and sisters, it managed to get a share of the

spoils

.

By June 12, the young spent very little time on the nest
but still stayed in its vicinity. I could no longer slip into

the blind without being detected. My visits disturbed the young
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A Least Bvttem chick is grabbing the mate's bitt to stimulate

the mate to regurgitate some food.

considerably. As a result, I ceased watching the bitterns and

came back only a few weeks later to pick up the blind.

My wanderings through the marsh brought many exciting re-

wards. It was always refreshing to see a new plant in bloom, be

it Wild Iris, Purple Loosestrife or the dainty flowers of

Common Bladderwort or Frog's-bit. I marveled at a dragonfly or

damselfly unfolding its tender wings for the very first time and

miraculously flying away without any previous learning or prac-
tice. I saw Meadow Voles and Jumping Mice, mammals one does not
usually associate with a marsh environment.

Almost continuously I was scolded by Red-winged Blackbirds;
rarely was I far from one of their nests. Black Terns also
scolded me fairly frequently but generally lost interest after
a short while. One day their scolding, more persistent than
usual, told me that I must be getting close to their nests.
Then the birds began divebombing and screaming bloody murder.
As I pushed on, I got hit on the head. I knew that they could
hit and hit again until my head would bleed, so I rolled up my
windbreaker into a loose ball and attached it on my head, using
the arms for ties. This worked well: the birds could vent
their frustrations, but it didn't hurt me one little bit. They
have another nasty habit, though; they swoop down and whitewash
the intruder. Luckily for me, most of the time their aim was
not too accurate.
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The rewards for putting up with all this were several nests
on some soggy floating mats of dead vegetation. One of these
contained three heavily speckled eggs, and another a chick.
Several nests were empty, but in some cases I found chicks on
the water nearby. Black Terns usually lay three eggs, which
hatch in about three weeks. Soon after the chicks are dry, they
can leave the nest, especially when disturbed. Even at this
early age they are quite capable swimmers. Nevertheless, I did
not want to disturb them more than I could help, so I spent very
little time in this colony. Henceforth, every time the terns
spotted me anywhere in the marsh, they gathered around screaming
as they escorted me everywhere I went. They had identified me
as dangerous and were going to let everyone know about it.

On May 21, while still excited over having found my first
gallinule nest of the season, I realized I was hearing a Marsh
Wren sing. During my previous work in Ramsayville Marsh, I had
seen a Marsh Wren on only two occasions. Both sightings were
probably of the same bird. It was silent and I never found any

evidence of nesting, although records indicate that Marsh Wrens
were once not uncommon here. Now the staccato melody was re-

peated over and over again; this had to be a male staking out
his territory.' So I plowed through to the area where, between
the cattails, I could just barely see him perched on a twig.

Sure enough, there were globular nests around, four of them. I

went poking my finger into the entrance hole of each, hoping to

find one with eggs, but no luck.

This Marsh Wren continued to be an enigma for the greater
part of the next three weeks. He sang persistently, and more
and more nests kept appearing, but no eggs. In this species
the male constructs a series of unlined nests. The female
lines one and lays her eggs in it. In this particular case,

was there a female? Or was the male singing to a mate that

would never arrive? I kept checking up on him at every oppor-
tunity I had. Every time I found new nests, and every time they

were empty. Then, on my last day, after not having visited the

area for some time, I made one last check. As I poked my finger
into one of the nests, I immediately felt that this one was dif-

ferent. The birds had built a sill projecting inwards from the

entrance, and everything was lined with soft cattail down. In-

side I could feel four or five tiny, warm eggs.' So there was
a female after all. I would not be able to follow this nest,
but still, what a wonderful note on which to end my holidays in

the marsh.
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Plant Pitfalls, Traps and Snares

Sheila C. Thomson

An excursion into the countryside on a pleasant summer day
gave rise to this rather sinister topic. Canada Day, 1980, we
celebrated with a foray into a swampy woodland where troops of

Showy Lady's Slippers were in full flower. On an impulse, I

peeked into one perfect pink and white slipper. To my astonish-
ment, a small orange butterfly, a European Skipper, lay dead
inside the flower. Calling my discovery to my companions, I

peered into the next slipper. Another butterfly lay dead in its

glorious coffin. A dozen or more similar discoveries and the

truth dawned. The European Skipper was being enticed into a

deadly trap from which it could not escape. The beautiful slipper
orchid took on a macabre aspect for us.

On our way out of the swamp, we spotted Round-leaved Sundew
by the trailside. Perched on a sundew leaf was another small
orange butterfly, perhaps attracted by the glistening ruby drop-
lets on the leaf hairs. We bent down to identify it, and the
European Skipper made no attempt to fly from us. Trapped in the
sticky hairs of the sundew leaf, it, too, had been enticed to

unexpected disaster.

The meadow at the edge of the swamp was alive with European
Skippers that day. All along the old waggon track across the

field, they flitted up from the meadow plants as we approached.
A clump of Common Milkweed in full flower had attracted swarms
of them. We paused to look more closely at one butterfly that

failed to fly at our approach. It could not move. One foot was
held fast in a snare, caught in one of the mean little slits be-
tween the flower parts of the heavily scented milkweed flower.

The forces of nature on that summer day seemed to be experi-
menting on the population explosion of an alien butterfly. The
milkweed and the sundew, however, were not trapping one skipper
in thousands. The lady's slipper, while obviously an effective
bait and an efficient trap, was, nevertheless, also a "failed
experiment". The swamp habitat demanded by Showy Lady's Slippers
lies well outside the main meadow habitat where most of the

European Skippers were flying. In any case, stands of Showy
Lady's Slippers are too sparse to cope with such hordes of Euro-
pean Skipper butterflies.

All three plant mechanisms which we had observed in operation
to the detriment of the butterfly have evolved over the ages to

the specific advantage of the plant. Sundew is able to break
down tissue of the trapped insect into a soluble nutrient which
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This Showy Lady 's Slipper

cut in half shows the

rounded opening where

an insect can enter the

slipper. A hee can

crawl upwards to the

right past the stigma
(broad, wedge-shaped,

white structure) and the

anther (round, white
structure) before leaving
at the top. photograph
by E.W. Greenwood

the leaf absorbs. The skipper thus provided nourishment for the

sundew. In Showy Lady's Slippers, the important function of

cross-pollination is effected chiefly by bees which, once in-

side the flower, find that the shape of the pouch prevents them

from leaving by the way they entered. Pollinating bees must
brush beneath the stigma and one or other of the anthers as they

crawl to freedom by an exit route too confining for the unfortun-
ate skipper. Again, cross-pollination is the end result when the

right insect finds its foot caught between the parts of the milk-
weed flower. Had the skipper been able to tug free its foot from
the slit between the milkweed anthers, it would at the same time
have tugged free a pair of pollen clusters to transport to the
stigma of the next flower.

Our summer outing had rewarded us with graphic glimpses of

the interplay that goes on constantly between the different life
forms of a wild habitat, as the forces of nature shift and adjust
the components to achieve or maintain a balanced ecosystem.

For more on the phenomenon of skippers trapped by lady's
slippers, see Paul Catling's article, A butterfly-trapping
orchid, in the Newsletter of the Michigan Entomological Society,
Volume 19, Number 1, March 7, 1974. I am also indebted to Paul
for drawing to my attention an article by A.P. Arthur in the
Proceedings of the Entomological Society of Canada, Number 92,
pages 190-191, 1962, with excellent drawings to illustrate the
plight of a European Skipper butterfly that finds itself inside
the pouch of a Showy Lady's Slipper.



The First Plant Specimen
Collected at Ottawa

Bill Dore

Of all the thousands of specimens now collected from the

Ottawa District, the very earliest seems to have been taken by

Philip Whiteside Maclagan in 1843. Maclagan (1818-1892) was
attached to the Royal Canadian Rifle Regiment and, being a sur-
geon, had had basic training in botany in Scotland.

During his four-day trip through the Rideau Canal from By-
town to Kingston, he took the opportunity to gather some of the

wild plants while the boat was being passed through the various
locks. He reported his findings from the complete trip in

Notice of Plants collected in the line of the Eideau Canal,
Canada Nest, published in The Transactions of the Royal Society
of Edinburgh, Vol. 3: 11-14, 1847. In this article he wrote,

"At Bytown itself, although the banks of the Ottawa appear very
promising, I could do little in the way of collecting. Cupressus
thyoides was then new to me, and the common Juniper is abundant,
but except these and one or two Cavices, nothing of interest
occurred"

.

The mention in print of Cupressus thyoides at Bytown (Otta-
wa) has long bothered foresters and plant geographers. Southern
White Cedar, now known as Chamaecyparis thyoides, does not grow
at Ottawa or any place else in Canada in the wild state; its
range is from southern Maine southward along the Atlantic coast.
Nobody thought to look up Maclagan 's specimen to see whether
what he collected was really Southern White Cedar - if the col-
lection could be found, or if, indeed, it had been preserved.

I thought that Maclagan ' s specimen might be preserved in
the great herbarium of the Royal Botanic Garden in Edinburgh,
and so I alerted Canadian horticulturists attending the 1964
botanical congress there to looK for it. The exact specimen
was found, labelled legibly "Chaudiere falls. Bytown C.W.

22/5/43", but unsigned*. It was a small sprig mounted on a

sheet with two other early North American collections, the three
identified as Cupressus thyoides. (See photograph opposite.)
The report came back to me that the Maclagan specimen was indeed
as identified, and with the suggestion that some of the pioneer
settlers had brought the plant up to Bytown from Massachusetts
or some other place in the South I

* Chaudiere P alls, now harnessed for power, are on the Ottawa
River about 2 km upstream from Parliament Hill. JMR
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Sheet of mounted specimens preserved in the herbarium of the
Royal Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh; all three were originally
labelled "Cupressus thyaides ” . Maclagan's specimen (lower
right) was collected at "Chaudiere falls. Bytown C.W.” on May
22, 1843. Bore's annotation labels give correct identifications.
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Maalagan's specimen (enlarged from previous page). No berries
are present, but the small male cones are present at the tip of
some of the branches.

Through the kindness of the Regius Keeper of the Royal
Botanic Garden, I borrowed the sheet of specimens for critical
examination and photographing. Maclagan's Bytown specimen
looked to me to be the familiar Red Cedar or Red Juniper (Juni-
perus virginiana)

,

but in comparing it to a specimen of authentic
Southern White Cedar, I did not find it visibly different. The
features of branching, foliage, oil glands and wood structure
were identical in both. Mature ovulate (female) cones are re-
quired to make the difference - cones with dry brownish scales
in Southern White Cedar, and round, blue berries in Red Cedar;

however, there were no ovulate cones on Maclagan's specimen.

A few unopened staminate (male) cones were, however, present
at the tips of the twigs. By careful dissection, I discovered a

diagnostic feature which is illustrated on the opposite page:
in Southern White Cedar there are two pollen sacs on each scale,
while in Red Cedar there are five. Maclagan's specimen with
five pollen sacs was clearly Red Cedar and not Southern White
Cedar as he and others thought.
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A. Southern White Ce6ar (Chamaecyparis thyoides)

B. Maclagan’s specimen — Red Cedar (Juniperus virginiana)

Disseation of the staminate (mate) cone of A. Southern White
Cedar, and B. Maalagan ' s specimen (Red Cedar). The tower side
of a singte scate is shown in two views. The scate of A has
two gotten sacs attached on the inner periphery ; that of B has
five gotten sacs attached submarginatty on the somewhat pettate
scate.
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Red Cedar cannot be found at the Chaudiere Falls now; the
whole area has been densely industrialized for over a century.
However, until a few years ago at least, trees could be seen a

few km upstream at Val Tetreau and Squaw Bay, and other trees
are still known from several places along the Eardley Escarpment
including the face of King Mountain and the vicinity of Luskville
about 15 km further on*. None has ever been found in the valley
downstream from Ottawa, and Maclagan's expression "new to me"
becomes quite understandable since he was travelling from south-
ern Quebec. In the whole of the Ottawa area, then. Red Cedar
must be considered a scarce and sensitive species in the wild
state; in cemeteries and landscaped grounds it has been widely
planted as a desirable ornamental. Both the confusing species.
Southern White Cedar, as well as Red Cedar, are represented by

old specimens in The Arboretum.

Few of us are aware of the fact that Dr. Maclagan collected
many plant specimens, excellently prepared and well annotated,
during the ten years he was stationed at several army camps
scattered across southern Quebec and Ontario. These specimens
(presumably all of them) are still preserved at Edinburgh (Her-
barium E) ; one of them is in our National Herbarium (CAN). We
have evidence that Maclagan wrote a two-volume catalogue of his
finds which no longer exists. Many (perhaps all) of Maclagan's
collections are listed in the unpublished Synopsis of the Cana-
dian F toTa by George Lawson, which Lawson started as soon as he

knew he was coming to Queen's College (now University), Kingston,
in 1858. He had had an opportunity to examine Maclagan's
Canadian material as it was received at Edinburgh.

The lesson to be learned from the story of the first speci-
men collected in the Ottawa area is that if you wish your dis-
coveries to be made known, be sure to preserve a specimen - even
if it identified incorrectly! A lot of discussion would have
been saved if Champlain, when he was camping for the night on an
island in Lac des Chats of the Ottawa River in 1613, had taken
a sprig from the tree of "cedre rouge" cut to make a cross and
preserved it.'

*See, for instance, Brunton, D.F. and J.D. Lafontaine. 1974.

An unusual escarpment flora in western Quebec. Canadian Field-
Naturalist 88: 337-244.

"k 'k k

On May 31, 1964**, Bill Dore led a joint Ottawa Field-Nat-
uralists' Club - Kingston Field Naturalists excursion down the
Rideau Canal to Jones Falls, retracing Maclagan's route as
closely as possible. The participants stopped at seven lock-
side places where Maclagan had collected and found about half
of the 40 species he reported.
**Hanes, A. 1964 . The Botanical Excursion to Jones Falls.
Newsletter, Ottajwa Field-Naturalists' Club, Number 84-4. JMR
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INTRODUCTION

In early 1982, a detailed Butterflies of the Ottawa
District appeared in Trait & Landscape. It included all known
records collected over many years for the 94 butterfly species
found in the District.

To keep this faunal survey of the butterflies as complete
as possible, the authors planned an annual update. This is the

first - for the 1982 field season.

In general, 1982 was wetter and cooler than average during
the butterfly season in the Ottawa District. Record cold
temperatures were recorded at times in June and August; however,
warm weather in the fall extended the season for some butterflies.

If 1981 was the year of the migrant butterflies, then 1982
was the non-year for migrants. Regular migrants were down in

numbers or, in some cases, entirely absent. None of the rare 1981
migrants put in an appearance in the Ottawa District in 1982.
Numbers of resident species, in most cases, were about average.

But 1982 did see several interesting new records, particular-
ly for new locations of rare species, and these are reported below.
The information in these annual updates will be placed under the

following headings: New Species, Noteworthy Records, Early Records,
Late Records, Life History Data, and Update on Possible Species.
The first and third headings are omitted in this article because
there were no new records for 1982.

Below is a map of the Ottawa District containing significant
1982 location records. The map also shows two major ecological
areas that proved important for butterfly records in 1982.
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NOTEWORTHY RECORDS

A very unusual specimen of the WHITE ADMIRAL {Basitavohia
arthemis) was taken by Mr, and Mrs. Emile Lepage near Vars on

June 28, 1982. (See Figures 1 and 2 below.) It is intermediate
in form between the WHITE ADMIRAL (S. a. arthemis) and the more
southern RED SPOTTED PURPLE (S. a. astyanax) . It lacks both the

prominent white stripe of avthemis and the purplish lustre of

astyanax. In this it resembles specimens from the lower Great
Lakes area where there is a blend zone between the two subspecies.

Intermediate form between Red Spotted Purple and White Admiral
Figure 1 upper Figure 2 lower

HENRY'S ELFIN {Incisalia henrioi) was much more common than
usual, being recorded by several collectors in new locations near
the city. The usually abundant COMMON SULPHUR {Colias philodice)
was far below its normal population level in late summer.

Also down in number were all the migrant species. The
MONARCH (Danaus plexippus) was seen regularly but only in small
numbers. The RED ADMIRAL (Vanessa atalanta) was seen only three
times and the two PAINTED LADIES (Vanessa cardui) and (V. virgin-
iensis) not at all. Significantly, only one QUESTION MARK
(Polygonia interrogationis) was seen, adding more weight to the

suggestion that it, too, may be a migrant.

Three melanic specimens of the GREAT SPANGLED FRITILLARY
(Speyeria cybele) (see Figure 3) were taken by RAL in July, at

three widely-separated Quebec locations. In many species,
increased melanism has been caused by unusual cooling during the
pre-pupal and early pupal stages, June was certainly cooler than
average, and this may well have caused these unusual specimens.

The EARLY HAIRSTREAK (Erora laeta) was again seen in numbers
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Great Spangled Fritillary
Figure 3 dark form Figure 4 normal form

near Poltimore. Two ova were obtained from captive females, but
both larvae died while hatching. In Gatineau Park, where good
numbers were seen from 1978 to 1980, no EARLY HAIRSTREAKS were
observed for the second year in a row.

On several collecting trips in mid-May, Ian Jones discovered
four rare or uncommon species in The Burnt Lands near Almonte.
These species were the MOTTLED DUSKY WING (Erynnis martialis )

,

ROADSIDE SKIPPER (Amblysairtes vialis) ,
HOARY ELFIN {Incisalia

polios) and GHRYXUS ARCTIC (Oeneis chryxus)

.

The CHRYXUS ARCTIC
was also found in good numbers in the Carp Hills, and single
specimens were seen on Poplar Island in the Mer Bleue. One was
seen flying with EARLY HAIRSTREAKS near Poltimore!

Alfred Bog, just outside the District to the east, was
visited regularly in spring and early summer and produced some
good records. These records include the JUTTA ARCTIC {Oeneis

jutta)

,

BOG COPPER (Epidemia epixanthe)

,

BROWN ELFIN {Incisalia
augustinus) and BOG ELFIN {Incisalia lanoraieensis)

.

(See under
"Update of Possible Species".)

A good colony of the EDWARDS' HAIRSTREAK {Satyrium edwardsii)

,

the first found in the District in fifteen years, was discovered
by RAL on July 24 near the bottom of Luskville Falls. (EDWARDS'
HAIRSTREAK is illustrated on the title page of this article.)

Near Becketts Landing on July 11, RAL found a colony of the

DION SKIPPER {Euphyes dion)

,

only our second locality for the

species. They were flying in a small roadside sedge patch,
together with large numbers of BROAD WINGED SKIPPERS {Poanes
viator). The DION SKIPPERS could easily be distinguished by the

their larger size and much more powerful flight.

Just outside the District, southwest of Almonte, RAL caught
a fresh male EASTERN TAILED BLUE {Everes comyntas) on August 22.
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Repeated visits to the same spot failed to find any more, as did

many visits to the site near Rockland where two were caught in

1981.

Two more colonies of the APPALACHIAN EYED BROWN (Satyrodes

appatachia) were found, bringing our local count to six colonies.

The new locations are in the cedar swamp surrounding Folly Bog

in Gatineau Park, and near St-Francois-de-Masham.

LATE RECORDS

Although MONARCHS (Danaus plexippus) were relatively scarce
all summer, PWH saw one near Kinburn on October 30, long after all

others had migrated south.

The SPRING AZURE (Celastrina ladon) had an unprecedented
third generation in at least three locations just east of Ottawa,
where RAL saw fresh specimens on September 21, 24 and 29.

LIFE HISTORY DATA

In Rockcliffe Airbase Woods on July 21, RAL watched a

SILVER SPOTTED SKIPPER (Epargyreus alarus) ovipositing on Showy
Tick Trefoil {Desmod-tum oanadense) and found several ova and
first to third instar larvae. They were subsequently found at

several other locations on the same plant. Later the same day,

near Baskins Beach, several larvae of the NORTHERN CLOUDY WING
(Thorybes py lades) were found on the same foodplant. They were
reared on the Trefoil, as well as on Hog Peanut (Amphicarpaea
bracteata)

,

and are now hibernating as fifth instar larvae.

Also on the same day, near Bells Gorners, John Fowler
watched a SPRING AZURE (Celastrina argiolus) lay an egg among
the buds of Flat-topped White Aster {Aster umbellatus)

.

This is

almost certainly an ovipositional mistake, although perhaps an

understandable one, as the eggs are normally laid among the

flower buds of many species of woody shrubs.

UPDATE ON POSSIBLE SPEGIES

On May 15, JDL found a thriving colony of the WEST VIRGINIA
WHITE {Artogeia vi-rginiens-ts) at the north end of Bobs Lake,
southwest of Perth. Although this is about 50 km outside the

District, it is significant in that the habitat is similar to much
of the Ottawa District, unlike previous locations for the species.

On May 22, a group of seven collectors visited Alfred Bog,

and were successful in finding the elusive BOG ELFIN {Ino'Lsalia

lanoraieensis)

.

This is the first record for the species in

Ontario. Seven slightly worn specimens were found in about
35 man-hours of hard searching. All were seen in a wet, wooded
part of the bog. Their apparent rarity may be due in part to

the lateness of the trip, or to their habit of resting on the
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ground or on small stunted Black Spruces, and rarely flying.
The area is quite different from the most commonly-visited parts
of the Mer Bleue, but similar areas do exist there and will be
throughly checked next May

.

In Butterflies of the Ottawa District it was suggested
that the SOUTHERN CLOUDY WING (Thorybes bathyllus) might occur
locally. This suggestion was based on larvae found in 1980 which
were brown and corresponded exactly to published descriptions of

the larvae of bathyllus. Several larvae of the NORTHERN CLOUDY
WING (r. pylades) were reared by RAL in 1982. For the first four
instars they were green, as described for the species. The fifth
instar, however, was brown, like the 1980 larvae. Probably the
larvae of both species are green until the last instar, when
their brown colouration would be a better camouflage for them
while overwintering. The SOUTHERN CLOUDY WING is, therefore, not
likely to be found locally and should be removed from the list of

possible species.

CORRECTIONS AND NAME CHANGES

There were a few spelling mistakes in the original article,

and there have been several scientific name changes in the past
year. These are listed below with the page numbers in the
original article on which they occur .

Tawny Edged Skipper

Tiger Swallowtail

Olympia

Little Sulphur
American Copper

Striped Hairstreak

Pine Elfin

Silver Bordered
Fritillary

Pearly Eye

Eyed Brown

Appalachian Eyed
Brown

Polites therrrristooles = Polites
themistocles

Papilio glaucus = Pterorous
glaucus

Euahloe olympia rosa -

Euchloe olympia
Eurema lisa = Pyrisitia lisa
Lycaena phlaeas americana Morris

Lycaena phlaeas americana
Harris

Satyrium liparops strigosa =

Satyrium liparops strigosum
Incisalia niphon clarki (Freeman)

= Incisalia niphon clarki
Freeman

Clossiana selene astrocalis =

Clossiana selene atrocostalis
Lethe anthedon borealis (Clark)

= Enodia anthedon Clark
Lethe cantheus boisduvalli

(Harris) = Satyrodes eurydice
( Johansson)

Lethe appalachia leeuwi
Gatrelle & Arbogast =

Satyrodes appalachia leeuwi
(Gatrelle & Arbogast)

p. 12

p. 20

p. 22

p. 23

p. 25

p. 27

p. 29

p . 41

p. 48

p . 48

p. 48
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Ottawa Mushrooms:
Collector's Items for the Summer

Ross Anderson

TvaiZ S Landscape readers may recall that mushroom walks
are held in the fall and that Morels are hunted in the spring.

Neither walks nor hunts are mentioned in the summer. The reason

must be that summer is not a mushroom season.

One of my reference books points out that summer mushrooms
are likely to be wormy, no doubt due to competition for good
edibles during warm weather. That seems to be true for Ottawa.

The Horse Mushroom (Agariaus arvensis)
,
which is plentiful in

fields around Clyde Wood, an area in western Ottawa familiar to

birders, produces a much better crop in September than it does
in August, although we have collected specimens for the table
as early as August 3. Before that date, on August 2, at Lac

des lies, in the Gatineau, a sun-up walk in the dew-soaked woods
produced a memorable breakfast: Sweet-tooth {Hydnum repandim)
and Chanterelle (Cantharellus aihavius)

.

The Chateau Laurier
would move its whole kitchen to the hills to taste these mush-
rooms with fresh trout!

In Ottawa our record for January is better than July for

edible mushrooms. The Oyster Mushroom (Pteurotus ostreatus) and

Velvet-foot {FlammuZ'ina VeZutipes) were both served to guests
during New Year's week in 1983. For July my notes on local
edibles are limited to Conocybe lactea

,

which is not recommended
but which grows commonly, some years, in lawns around Copeland
Park, and the Rooting Collybia {.Collybia radiaata)

,

which can be

found in Clyde Wood.

Concerning the Conocybe

,

Groves (1962) states, "All of the

species of this group are too small and fragile to be of any
value as food". This is true; nevertheless, you may be interest
ed in a note dated July 21, " ... found this tiny mushroom quite
tasty, stalks are stringy, caps turn blackish in the pan". Con-
cerning CottybLa raddcata, my notes do not flatter this attrac-
tive species either: "Turns gray and gluey in the pan. Probably
like Velvet-foot, this species would do better eaten with meat
to gain flavour".

Our record for June is similar to July: spotty! The Pave-
ment Mushroom {Agaricus bitorquis) turned up on June 1, 1982,
after a rain, along the bicycle path near a parking lot on Car-
ling Avenue. Like most Agarvcus

,

this is an outstanding edible,
found growing in urban areas, and will appear again later in the
year. Psathyrella candoZZeana appeared on June 9 on a cold.
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clear morning after a rain near the bicycle path crossing Mait-
land Avenue. Coprinus mioaoeus is noted again on June 15, and
Coprinus quadrifidus appeared on June 21, above buried elm stumps
around the Central Experimental Farm.

All these species are edible but should be identified with
care and sampled with caution if you intend them for the table.
Some mushrooms do not agree with everyone, 1 understand, and
some mushrooms do not agree with anyone! Have your identifica-
tion confirmed and taste a small quantity of one species at a

time when you know what it is.

Remember a comment by Sheila Thomson, our guide on The
Ottawa Field-Naturalists' Club outing last fall, which puts the
whole thing in perspective: "What do people do with these mush-
rooms? They eat them, the cannibals!"

References

Lincoff, G.H. 1981. The Audubon Society Field Guide to North
American Mushrooms. Chanticleer Press, New York.
This book, in pocket format with soft cover, follows an

interesting and original layout grouping mushrooms according to

appearance and using common names with reference to a well-
ordered text giving an account of each species.

I would like to repeat a reference of considerable interest
in the Ottawa area and note particularly that an Addendum is

available containing an update of scientific names:

Groves, J.W. 1962. Edible and Poisonous Mushi'ooms of Canada.

Canada Department of Agriculture, Ottawa, with Addendum,
Nomenclatwral and Tzxonomic Update by Scott Redhead, Bio-
Systematics Research Institute, and enlarged bibliography
by David Malloch, 1975.
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A Spring Story

Eleanor Thomas

It started at five o'clock on a weekday morning early in

May. Residents on our quiet street in the Glebe were jarred

awake by a piercing, snapping, metallic clatter outside, a long

series of rattling bangs, followed by a pause. Another series,

then another, then silence.

No sign of anyone in the street, no sign of city workmen
starting their day early, no sign of problems in the neighbouring
houses: there was no sign of life, in fact, except the movement
of other bedroom window curtains. Whoever it was had clearly
moved on - so back to sleep

.

The next afternoon it started again. The street was empty

this quiet day, but the source of the clamor was clearly some-
where near the front of the house. It seemed to come from a

telephone pole just up the street on the other side. We conclud-
ed that a short circuit in the transformer at the top of the pole

was the cause of the din.

Several mornings, always at dawn, and two or three times

during the day, the noise would start again. We worried that

the transformer could be dangerous, besides being a nuisance.
On the occasional day when all remained quiet, we decided that

finally it had been repaired, but later, or the day after, the
ear-splitting row inevitably would start once more. One day we
heard the same clanging a few blocks away, and later we heard it

again on the other side of the Canal, in Ottawa South. We con-
cluded that Ottawa Hydro was having serious problems with its

transformers

.

We don't know which of our neighbours spotted the bird
first, but we heard the news from the people next door. It was
a woodpecker, they told us, not the transformer at all, a wood-
pecker hammering on the No Parking sign on the telephone pole I

Seeing is believing! The next time a hammering session
began, we saw the culprit too, a Yellow-bellied Sapsucker, perch-
ed comfortably on the wooden pole, just beneath the sign. It

was cockily banging out its territorial declaration on the metal
plate, ten times louder than merely banging on the trunk of a

tree.

For a couple of weeks, the bird continued its ritual, five
o'clock on our pole, a brief stop on a pole down the street,
muffled drumming over by the Canal, the sound fading as it con-
tinued its rounds, all to be repeated several times a day.
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Somehow, the noise was less disturbing, and even enjoyable,
now that we knew the cause, but not so for other households.
Some mornings our sleep was undisturbed because someone had
wrapped the No Parking sign with an old bathmat for the night,
but the days of the inventive bird were obviously numbered.

Early one morning when the rattling began, I went out into
the dawn, as usual, to watch it beat on its drum. Suddenly,
from behind a car parked at the curb, one of our neighbours
appeared, slippers on his feet and a two-metre long net in his
hands. He was slinking silently towards the bird on the pole
when I shouted. The sapsucker flew. The neighbour swung, but
too late. In a few seconds I could hear drumming in the dis-
tance, and the neighbour had disappeared.

They got it a few mornings later, but I don't know how.
The noise began - one brief roll of the drum - then silence. I

saw her leave in a cab soon after, carrying a sack. She was
back before six. I woke up at five every morning for a week to

silence. The bird never came back.

On the left, the Yellow-bellied Sapsucker is hammering out its

territorial declaration on the metal sign. The right photo

shows one person's attempt to cramp the bird's style.
photos by the author
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Alfred Bog

Don Cuddy
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources, Kemptville

Introduction

Alfred Bog is a 4000 ha (10,000 acre) bog lying between
Highways 17 and 417 in Alfred and Caledonia Townships of Prescott
County. It can be reached from Ottawa in about I 5 hours time by

driving east along Highway 17 for 70 km to the village of Alfred,
then south for another 5 km to the bog. Until the past few years
the bog has been known to naturalists (and the general public)
mainly through the presence of a disjunct Moose population. The

local residents, of course, have always been familiar with the

bog - using it for blueberry picking and snowmobil ing . As is

often the case, however, it takes an outsider to appreciate the

true significance of a resource on a regional or provincial scale.
Within the past few years, field naturalists, botanists and en-
tomologists have visited the bog with increasing regularity.
While no systematic survey of its biota has been conducted, the

cumulative findings of those who have visited the bog to date
reveal a highly significant flora and fauna, including two species
of plants and a butterfly not found elsewhere in Ontario. With
our limited knowledge of the bog, it would be presumptuous to

attempt an authoritative description. The following account is,

therefore, a general overview based upon my own observations
made during several trips to the bog, supplemented with written
records (published or not) of other naturalists and scientists,
and various communications with individuals who have visited the
bog either with me or separately.

Physiography

Alfred Bog -lies in the middle of a broad, shallow valley
once occupied by a precursor to the Ottawa River. The banks
of this former river can be seen to the north and south of the
bog at Alfred Station and Fournier, and form prominent slopes
extending to the west for many kilometres. Within this broad,
clay-bottomed trough, Alfred Bog forms a slight height of land.

Three creeks drain the bog; two, Caledonia Creek and Horse Creek,
drain westward into the South Nation River. The third, the
Ruisseau des Atocas, drains northward into the Ottawa River.
All have been deepened, straightened and extended to improve
drainage in and about the periphery of the bog.

The clays underlying the bog were deposited beneath the
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Champlain Sea some 10,000 to 12,000 years ago. As the sea

receded, rivers flowing on the clay plain were forced to cut

into the clays in order to maintain their flow against the

continuing isostatic rebound of the St. Lawrence Lowlands.
Eventually the flow was diverted to the path of least resis-
tance, the present channel of the Ottawa River. Alfred Bog is

thought to have originated shortly thereafter on the poorly
drained valley floor.

Several physiographic factors contribute to the continued
existence of the bog. The flat-lying clays resist natural drain-
age. The shallow valley forms a frost pocket, thus enabling the
bog plant species to compete more effectively against less cold-
hardy species. There are saline springs about the periphery of

the bog. They attest to the earlier presence of the Champlain
Sea, but their influence on the bog is not known.

Alfred Bog is a typical domed bog, with the thickest (and
oldest) peat deposits in the central portion. The depth of peat
varies from an estimated five metres in the middle of the bog to

less than one metre at the edges. Due to clearing and stripping
of the peat around the edges (to permit growing crops on the
underlying clay) , there is often a perceptible bank of exposed
peat up to one metre in height at the bog's edge. The transition
from cultivated field to bog is sharpest on the better-drained
north and west sides. On the south and east sides, the transition
is much more gradual with extensive peripheral marsh and shrub
thickets growing on formerly cleared land which has been proven
to be too wet to cultivate.

Historical Perspective

In 1806 Joseph Fortune, while surveying Caledonia Township,

described the bog as a thick spruce-cedar swamp with large areas

of "marsh". He found the surveying rather difficult:
" ... the timber all blown down, very bad going, almost impossible
to get through" and, later: " ... almost impossible to endure the

hardship". Interpretation of Fortune's field notes and those of

Angus Cattanach who resurveyed part of Caledonia Township in 1828

suggests that Fortune's "red spruce" was really Black Spruce and
his "marsh" was more likely shrub heath bog. Many of the local

residents still call the bog "the marsh".

Alfred Township was surveyed in 1820 by William Browne.

He described all of the lowland between the Alfred-Caledonia
township boundary and the South Nation River as a "great wet

swamp" with large areas " ... mostly bare of trees, except a few

stunted tamarinds; (the) surface is covered with the low cranberry

and bilberry ... ". Browne went on to predict the future for

this area when he wrote: "A major part of this great swamp may

be made fertile by burning when ditched". Most of the area so
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described is now used to grow corn or landscaping sod. Browne

also showed on his map two small lakes which no longer exist.

The larger of these, drained by Horse Creek, appears to have been
over 40 ha (100 acres) in extent.

During the 160 years since Browne completed his survey, the

combination of drainage and burning the peat overlying the clay

soils has reduced Alfred Bog to less than half of its original
extent. (It is, in fact, plausible that Mer Bleue and Alfred
Bog, now 45 km apart, were essentially linked by wetlands before
settlement.) Fires set to burn peat occasionally escaped, and it

appears that much, if not all, of the present bog has been burned
over at various times. Fires may also have been set in the bog
to encourage better blueberry crops. Such fires would consume
dry, woody materials and possibly kill trees, depending upon how
dry the bog was at the time.

Other man-induced changes to the present bog include a number
of drains and ditches which affect the watertable, at least local-
ly. The principle drain is that along Horse Creek, which was
deepened a few years ago and cuts the bog into two sections. A
number of survey line cuts also cross the bog. Despite these
infringements upon its integrity, substantial portions of the bog
appear to remain much as they were described by the first land
surveyors early in the nineteenth century.

Figure 1. View over the open bog. The band of trees in the

foreground follows a survey line along which a ditch was dug
many years ago. The more rapid tree growth can be attributed
to the better drainage near the ditch. The scattered, stunted
trees in the background are of about the same age as those
growing along the ditch. photograph by the author
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Vegetation

A number of plant communities can be recognized in the bog;
however, a very large portion of the bog's vegetation is transi-
tional in nature between two or more of these communities. Some
of the more interesting plants and the best bird habitat occur
in these transition zones. Only the common vegetation types
which occur on undisturbed portions of the bog will be described.

Low Bog Heath Extensive areas of open heath vegetation are large-
ly confined to the western and northern parts of the bog where
they occupy about 800 ha (2000 acres) . The dominant shrub
throughout this area is Leatherleaf. Other low heath shrubs,
Labrador Tea, Bog Laurel, Sheep Laurel and Bog Rosemary are abun-
dant. Hummocks of Sphagnum moss growing on and among the shrubs
make walking difficult if your legs are a good deal shorter
than those of a Moose. Moose (and other, smaller mammals) have
created a maze of paths (best viewed from the air) across these
parts of the bog.

The low bog heath all appears to have been burned over in

the past. Scattered charred stumps suggest that it was at least
partially wooded. Survey records support this view; the ratio
of open to treed bog in the 1820s was roughly half what it is

today. This and the scattered small Black Spruce and Tamarack
trees suggest that in the absence of further disturbance (fire)

much of the open bog heath will gradually be succeeded by the

following association and eventually revert to coniferous forest.

Scattered Tree - Tall Shrub Thickets As trees invade the open
bog heath, they are soon followed or accompanied by a variety of

taller shrubs. These shrubs also form a zone between the open
bog and the bog forests and in openings in the forests. Most
species persist as an understory in the more open bog forests.
The most common shrubs are Nannyberry, Black Chokeberry, Dwarf
Birch, Mountain-holly and Sheep Laurel. High Bush Blueberry
grows here as well, although it is likely that most of the blue-
berries in the bog are hybrids between high and low bush species.
Low shrubs such as Leatherleaf, Labrador Tea and Bog Laurel grow
amid the taller shrubs. Beneath all is a mat of Sphagnum.

The taller shrubs appear to require some protection from
winter winds and, therefore, are rarely found far from trees.

On the low bog heath, small "islands" of Black Spruce and Tamarack
surrounded by and intermixed with tall shrubs are frequent. These
can be seen scattered throughout the large areas of open bog mat

(low bog heath community) at the west end of the bog. Occasional-
ly clumps of tall shrub species occur on the open bog mat without
the protection of trees, but the shrubs rarely, if ever, reach

normal height in this situation.

Black Spruce - Tamarack Forest Rather dense forest occurs in a



broad band through the centre of the bog parallelling the Horse

Creek drain. It also occurs in patches throughout much of the

eastern half of the bog and along ditches and drains elsewhere.

It appears to be most common in the slightly drier areas created
by the ditches. Further away from the ditches, the forest becomes
more open and the trees smaller, giving way to either patterned
bog with wet sedge lenses or to the tall shrub - scattered tree

bog. Black Spruce and Tamarack are the dominant tree species,

although Balsam Fir may be frequent in portions of the forest.

The ground cover varies according to how open the forest canopy
is. The thickest forest supports only a layer of mosses, mostly
Sphagna, while the more open forest has, in addition to mosses,
a shrub layer containing Labrador Tea, High Bush Blueberry and
so forth, and, in addition, an assortment of herbaceous plants
including sedges (especially Carex trisperma) and Moccasin-flower.

Patterned Spruce-Tamarack Thicket - Sedge Fen A patterned bog
complex extends in a broad band through the centre part of the

bog to the west of, and roughly parallel to, the Horse Creek
drain. Smaller areas of patterned bog occur elsewhere, notably
just east of Horse Creek and further to the west near the town-
ship boundary. The pattern is not as sharply defined as that
described at the Manion Corners Long Swamp fen (Reddoch 1979).
In Alfred Bog the forest openings are much larger (up to 300 m

X 50 m versus 50 m x 15 m) , and the total area of patterned bog
is far more extensive (covering about 200 ha or 500 acres)

.

Figure 2. Closed Black Spruce-Tamarack forest with a ground
cover of mosses. photograph by the author
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The pattern is best described as a reticulum with lens-shaped
sedge-shrub openings separated by bands of stunted, scrubby Tamar-
ack and spruce trees. (See Figures 3 and 4 opposite.) The treed
bands are quite open and possess a ground cover of ericaceous
shrubs and sedges growing on Sphagnum hummocks. The vegetation
in the openings varies from predominantly shrubby Sphagnum hum-
mocks on drier sites to a sedge-cottongrass meadow community in
the wetter lenses. With the sedges grow Buckbean, Wild Iris and
Scheuchzeria (which is rare in Eastern Ontario) . Some of the
wettest openings have shallow ponds in which grow Spatulate-
leaved Sundew, Flat-leaved Bladderwort, Wild Iris and waterlilies.
The rare Twin-scaped Bladderwort is also found in the pools
(Haber 1980).

The openings in the patterned bog area provide the habitat
for many of the bog's rarer and more beautiful plants. The
orchids Rose Pogonia, Dragon ' s-mouth

,
Grass-pink and White Fring-

ed-orchid grow in relative abundance. The Southern Twayblade is

found thinly scattered about the edges of openings over a rela-
tively large area. The tall White Fringed-orchid seems to prefer
the more shrubby openings.

This type of patterning in bogs is best developed in the
string bogs of the boreal forest. It is thought to be related to

the movement of ground water through the bog, with the long axis
of the bog openings perpendicular to the direction of water move-
ment. A further examination of the early surveyors' field notes
reveals that Horse Creek began outside of the present bog area.
It appears, therefore, that before the Horse Creek drain was ex-
tended through the bog, all water movement was by percolation
through the bog mat. The present Horse Creek headwater area on
the southeast side of the bog would have drained into a large
marsh shown by the surveyors (Fortune 1807, Cattanach 1828). It

in turn probably fed water into the bog throughout much of the

year but also had an outlet northward to Mill Creek. If this
hypothesis is correct, the diversion of groundwater via the
Horse Creek drain may have a long term adverse impact on this
section of the bog.

Peripheral Vegetation Types About the edges of the bog and ex-
tending into it along ditches and other disturbed sites, there
are extensive areas of marsh, shrub thickets and deciduous woods.
These areas of vegetation link the bog proper with the surrounding
agricultural lands. They are most common along the more poorly
drained east and south sides of the bog. These areas have not
been studied, but they are an important part of the bog's ecology,
acting as a buffer and providing wildlife habitat. Moose do most
of their feeding in these peripheral areas; they are most fre-
quently observed in the peripheral areas in the southeastern parts
of the bog. The edges also provide habitat for many species of

birds, such as Red-winged Blackbirds and Yellow Warblers.
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Figure 3. Aerial view of the central part of the hog showing
the pattern of scrubby bog forest and lens-shaped openings . The

ditch in the centre drains north to Horse Creek.

Figure 4. Very open, stunted spruce-tamarack forest and sedge
meadow patterned bog. Some of the bog's most handsome orchids,
including the White Fringed-orchid

,
grow in and about the edges

of these sedge-dominated bog openings, photograph by the author
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Briefly, these peripheral plant communities fall into three
categories which intergrade extensively: deciduous lowland aspen
-soft maple-ash-elm forests; sedge-cattail-goldenrod-aster marsh
and forb communities; and dogwood-willow-alder shrub thickets.
Due to our lack of knowledge of the flora and fauna of these
associations, nothing can be said about the possible occurrence
of significant species.

Forests dominated by Gray Birch tend to be restricted to the
periphery of the bog but in places extend well out into it. Sap-
lings are widely scattered throughout the open bog sections.
Gray Birch probably represents a successional community following
disturbance (drainage and/or fire). With the Gray Birch there is

generally a small amount of Red Maple. Beneath the forest canopy
and occupying openings in it is a rather dense shrub layer con-
sisting mainly of Mountain-holly, Nannyberry, Winterberry and
Black Chokeberry. On the ground grow a number of herbs character-
istic of lowland forests, such as Goldthread and Spinulose Wood
Fern. Sphagnum and other mosses are frequent but do not form the

continuous, deep, hummocky mat found in the more open section of

the bog. In Ontario, Gray Birch is confined to the easternmost
part of the province (the Ottawa - St. Lawrence Lowland) where
it is a common species in successional forests. It invades areas
quickly following fire, and this may be the reason for its preval-
ence in Alfred Bog as well as in some other eastern Ontario wet-
lands .

F-igure 5. Gray Birch woods with a dense understory of tall

shrubs: Nannyberry, Mountain-holly and Winterberry.
photograph by the author
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Flora

As can be seen from the list at the end of this article,

Alfred Bog provides habitat for most of the plants typical of

bogs. These plants include trees (Black Spruce and Tamarack)

and a large number of shrubs. Of these shrubs, many of the

ericaceous or heath species, blueberries, laurels, Labrador

Tea, and so forth, are rarely found outside of bogs. Also

characteristic of bogs are several of the orchid and sedge

species which are common at Alfred Bog-. These include Rose

Pogonia and Grass-pink.

Some of the species found, while confined to bogs, can hardly
be called common or even characteristic. To date, seven species

of vascular plants which are considered rare in Ontario (Argus

and White 1977, 1982) have been discovered in Alfred Bog. Another
five species can be considered regionally rare, that is, rare in

Eastern Ontario.

Two species, Rhodora and the sedge Cavex atZantioa ssp.

capillaaea

,

have been found nowhere else in Ontario. The Rhodora,
an early-flowering shrub from which the scientific journal of

plant taxonomy, Rhodova, takes its name, has been found only in

the western part of the bog, where it grows in a zone of open
tamarack-spruce-birch woods along an old survey line. The sedge
has been found only in the northeastern part of the bog, where
it occupies openings in coniferous forest.

In Eastern Ontario, the White Fringed-orchid grows only in

Mer Bleue and Alfred Bogs. It is much more common in the latter.
The Southern Twayblade, rediscovered in Ontario at Alfred Bog in

1973 after a hiatus of 71 years (Whiting and Bobbette 1974), is

rare in Canada and throughout most of its eastern North American
range. Although not plentiful, it does occur over a wide area
in Alfred Bog. It formerly grew in Mer Bleue Bog but has not
been seen there since 1902.

Haber (1980) reported finding the Twin-scaped Bladderwort
growing in pools in the middle of the bog in August 1979. The
following year I found a healthy population in full flower in a

pool behind an old beaver dam at the western corner of the bog.
This bladderwort has been found in only two other localities in

Ontario, Mer Bleue Bog and in northern Lennox and Addington
County (where I collected it in 1979)

.

Fauna

Our knowledge of the fauna of the bog is as restricted as

is that of the flora. Members of the Vankleek Hill Nature
Society have birded in and around the bog for several years.
The Ministry of Natural Resources has conducted surveys of the
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Moose population and has records of other game species and of

those mammals trapped for their fur. Records of other mammals
and of herptiles and insects are mostly casual observations.

The Vankleek Hill Nature Society has recorded over 50

species of birds in or about the edge of the bog. Typical nest-
ing species include White-throated Sparrow and Eastern Kingbird.
Some of the more interesting sightings include a Golden Eagle,
several species of warbler which nest in the bog, and Gray Jays,
which have been observed in both winter and spring months and
which could nest in the bog as they have at Mer Bleue (Ouellet
et al. 1976).

The mammals usually encountered in a bog-marsh-pond complex
are found in and about the edges of the bog. Beaver regularly
dam the drainage ditches; beaver ponds in turn create habitat for

Muskrat and Mink, as well as waterfowl. Snowshoe Hares are fre-
quent in the wooded sections of the bog. This winter I observed
tracks which I believe to be of a Lynx. It is likely that during
the "up" years of the Snowshoe Hare cycle, the bog could support
a small population (family grouping?) of Lynx. Other predators
include Fox and Coyote. The most visible mammals in the bog are

unquestionably the Moose; their numbers fluctuate but average
around fifty. In presettlement days, moose ranged throughout
Eastern Ontario, but the present population in Alfred Bog arrived
in the early 1950s after crossing the Ottawa River from Quebec.
Without natural predators the Moose herd grew (checked only by

emigration, natural mortality, poaching and the occasional road

kill) until in the late 1970s a combination of moose tick infes-
tation and malnutrition resulted in the death of many of the

Moose. Larose Forest, a tract of county forest 30 km west of

the bog, received many of the emigrant Moose and now maintains
its own population. The bog's Moose population tends to feed in

winter in the deciduous forest and tall shrub vegetation. In

summer many of the Moose spread out from the bog and feed in the

woodlots and ditches, and occasionally on farmers' crops.

Very few species of herptiles have been observed in the bog.

Wood Frogs are commonly seen, and the Eastern Garter Snake does

occur. The most notable species, however, is the Spotted Turtle.

I have never been fortunate enough to see this handsome turtle,

and I doubt that the bog's population is very large. Accounts of

sightings are provided by Haber (1980) and in Cook et at. (1980).

The turtles appear to inhabit both natural ponds and drainage
ditches in the bog.

Despite limited research, a number of rare and uncommon

butterflies have been reported for the bog. These include the

Jutta Arctic and the very rare Bog Elfin, which has been recorded

from only three other localities in the world. (See Layberry et

at. 1982 and the update in this issue of Tvait S Landscape.) A

rare dragonfly {Witti-arrsonia ftetchert) has also been reported

from the bog. Further significant discoveries can be expected
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as more is learned about the bog's insect life.

Conclusion

To finish up, I would like to summarize briefly why Alfred
Bog is such an important part of our natural heritage. Despite
being only a fraction of its former self, the bog is still the

largest in southern Ontario. This is more than a mere statistic.

Only by virtue of its size can the bog support a viable Moose
population. The large size permits the coexistence simultaneously
and through time of a diversity of bog habitats. Some of Ontar-
io's rare plants, such as Southern Twayblade and White Fringed-
orchid, grow in substantial numbers in Alfred Bog, whereas in

other bogs where they do occur, the number of individual plants
can be counted on the fingers. The large size means that the bog
can support a variety of use, from Saturday outings of groups of

field-naturalists, to educational studies by students, to research
studies by academics. The bog is no less sensitive than any other
there is just so much more of it that impacts are spread out over
the larger area. Provided access by motorized vehicles is con-
trolled, the size of the bog contributes also to its own buffering
from non-compatible use or overuse. Only the most determined
visitor will hike the two kilometres through dense forest and
over rolling Sphagnum hummocks necessary to penetrate to the

centre of the bog.

The populations of rare flora and fauna which make the bog
their home represent the remnants of a much broader distribution.
They are, generally speaking, threatened species in a threatened
landscape. As these species become rarer through loss of their
habitat, the difficulty (and cost) of rescuing them from extinc-
tion increases.

The significance of Alfred Bog can only increase; each visit
seems always to turn up some new discovery. Large parts of the
bog remain unexplored by field-naturalists, botanists or zoolo-
gists. New rarities will be found - so long as the bog continues
to provide a haven for them.
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PLANTS RECORDED TO DATE FROM ALFRED BOG

Trees

Balsam Fir

Tamarack, Larch
Black Spruce
Jack Pine
Large-toothed Aspen
Trembling Aspen
White Birch
Gray Birch
American Elm
Red Maple
Silver Maple
Black Ash

Abies balsamea
Larix lariaina
Piaea mariana
Pinus banksiana
Populus grandidentata
Populus tremuloidesPopulus tremuloid^i

Betula papyrifera
Betula populifoTpla
Vlrms americana

Shrubs

Wild Gooseberry
Skunk Currant

Bog Willow
Shining Willow
Speckled Alder
Dwarf Birch

Salix pedioellaris
Salix luoida
Alnus rugcsa
Betula glandulifera
Ribes hirtellum
Ribes glandulosum

Black Chokeberry
Pin Cherry
Common Blackberry
Swamp Dewberry
Wild Red Raspberry

Aronia melanooarpa
Pmxnus pensylvanica

^
Rubus allegheniensis
Rubus hispidus

^
Rubus strigosus
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Mountain Ash
Meadowsweet
Steeplebush
Winterberry
Mountain-holly
Alder-leaved Buckthorn
Red-osier Dogwood

Bog Rosemary
Leatherleaf
Creeping Snowberry
Wintergreen
Huckleberry
Sheep Laurel
Bog Laurel
Labrador Tea
Rhodora
Low Blueberry
High Bush Blueberry
Velvetleaf Blueberry
Small Cranberry

Twinf lower
Swamp Fly-honeysuckle
Northern Honeysuckle
Common Elder
Northern Wild Raisin
Nannyberry

Sorbus americanus
Spiraea alba
Spiraea tomentosa
Ilex vertiaillata
Nemopanthus muaronatus
Rhamnus alnifolia

^
Cornus stolonifera^

Andromeda glauoophylla
Chamaedaphne aalyaulata
Gautheria hispidula
Gautheria procumbens
Gaylussaoia baooata
Kalmia angustifolia
Kalmia polifolia
Ledum groenlandioum
Rhododendron oanadense^
Vacoinium angustifolium
Vaacinium corymbosum
Vacoinium myrtilloides
Vaacinium oxycocaus

Linnaea borealis
Lonioera oblongifolia
Loniaera villosa

^
Sambuous canadensis
Viburnum oassinoides
Viburnum lentago

Herbaceous Plants

Shining Clubmoss
Cinnamon Fern
Royal Fern
Crested Wood Fern
Spinulose Wood Fern
Sensitive Fern
Bracken Fern
Marsh Fern
Virginia Chain Fern

Narrow-leaved Cattail
Scheuchzeria
Canada Bluejoint
Rattlesnake Manna-grass
Reed Canary Grass

Lycopodium luoidulum
Osmunda cinnamomea
Osmunda regalis
Dryopteris cristata
Dryopteris spinulo^a
Onoalea sensibilis^
Pteridium aquilinum
Thelypteris palustris
Woodwardia virginica^

Typha angustifolia^
Scheuchzeria palustris

^
Calamagrostis canadensis
Glyoeria canadensis^

^
Rhalaris arundinaaea^

sedge (Atlantic)
sedge (brownish)
sedge (starved)
sedge (woolly)

sedge (mud)

sedge (New England)
sedge (few-seeded)

sedge (few-flowered)
sedge (stunted)
sedge (three-fruited)
Dense Cotton-grass
Virginia Cotton-grass
White Beak-rush
Blackish Bulrush
Wool-grass

Carex atlantica ssp. oapillaaea^
Carex brunesoens
Carex exilis
Carex lasioaarpa
Carex limosa
Carex novae-angliae^
Carex oligosperma^
Carex pauciflora
Carex pauperoula
Carex trisperma
Eriophorum spissum
Eriophorum virginioum
Rhynchospora alba
Sairpus atrovirens
Sairpus ayperinus

^ Occurs in more or less disturbed habitats (ditches, marshes,
beaver ponds and deciduous woods) associated with the bog.
These habitats have not been examined in any detail and only
the more obvious plants have been recorded.

^ Provincially rare (Argus and White 1977, 1982).
^ Regionally rare (Eastern Ontario).
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Herbaceous Plants (continued)

Wild Calla
Bluebead-lily
Wild Lily-of-the-valley
Three-leaved False Solomon's Seal

Wild Iris

Dragon ' s-mouth
Grass-pink
Moccasin-f lower
White Fringed-orchid
Southern Twayblade
Rose Pogonia

Calla palustris
Clintonia borealis
Maianthemum aanadense
Smilacina trifolia
Iris versicolor
Arethusa bulbosa^
Calopogon tuberosus
Cypripedium aaaule
Platanthera blephariglottis^
Listera australis^
Pogonia ophioglossoides

False Nettle
Stinging Nettle
Yellow Pond-lily
White Water-lily
Canada Anemone
Goldthread
Tall Meadow-rue
Pitcher-plant
Spatulate-leaved Sundew
Round-leaved Sundew

Boehmeria aylijudriaa

Urtiaa dioiaa^
Nuphar variegatum
Nymphaea odorata

^
Anemone canadensis
Coptis trifolia

^
Tkalictrwn polygamum
Sarracenia purpurea
Drosera intermedia^
Drosera rotundifolia

Naked Mitrewort
Fireweed
Wild Sarsaparilla
Bunchberry
Indian Pipe
Starf lower
Closed Gentian
Buckbean
Blue Vervain
Bugleweed
Turtlehead
Marsh Speedwell
Flat-leaved Bladderwort
Twin-scaped Bladderwort

Whorled Wood Aster
Large-leaved Aster
Bog Aster
Flat-topped White Aster
Spotted Joe-pye-weed
Narrow-leaved Goldenrod
Bog Goldenrod

Mitella nuda
Epilobium angustifolium
Aralia nudicaulis
Cornus canadensis
Monotropa uniflora
Trientalis boreali^
Gentiana andrewsii
Menyanthes trifqliata
Verbena hastata
Lycopus uniflo^us
Chelone glabra^
Veronica scutellata
Utricularia intermedia
Utricularia geminiscapa^

Aster acuminatus^
Aster macrophyllus
Aster nemoralis^
Aster umbellatus
Eupatorium maculatum
Solidago graminifolia
Solidago uliginosa

MOSSES COLLECTED TO DATE FROM ALFRED BOG

The following mosses were collected by J.M. Reddoch and

identified by R.R. Ireland last year.

Scattered Tree - Tall Shrub Bog and Coniferous Bog Forest

Aulacomnium palustre
Dicranum polysetum
Pleurozium schreberi
Polytrichum commune
Polytrichum strictum

Open Heath Bog

Sphagnum magellanicum
Sphagnum nemoreum

Sphagnum fallax
Sphagnum fimbriatum
Sphagniun girgensohnii
^hagnum magellanicum
^hagnum nemoreum
Sphagnum rubellum

Sphagnum angustifolium
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Significance of the Fossil Locality

at Green Creek, Ontario

C.R. Harington

National Museum of Natural Sciences
National Museums of Canada

Ottawa, Ontario KIA 0M8

INTRODUCTION

Of all fossil localities in Canada, none preserves a better
record of life as it was about 10,000 years ago than that at

Green Creek, located 10 km east of Ottawa. When split, nodules
exposed mainly by erosion of clay deposits along Green Creek and
the Ottawa River often reveal remains of animals and plants.
So far, at least 15 species of vertebrates, 20 species of inver-
tebrates, and 27 species of plants have been identified from
nodules collected in the vicinity of Green Creek. (See the list
at the end of the article.)

Furthermore, there is a good chance of reconstructing the

environment that existed near what is now Ottawa by a careful
study of the habitat requirements of the species, and their re-
lationships when they appear together in the split nodules. In

rare cases, remains of plants, vertebrates and invertebrates are
delicately preserved together - they indicate that several habi-
tats coexisted in the region when the Champlain Sea was receding
from it about 10,000 years ago.

The people of the Ottawa region and Canada have a special
responsibility to see that the fossil evidence at Green Creek
is conserved. Scientists must see that the fossils are studied,
identified, and that the most important results are publicized.
Of course, the specimens and the scientific results are also of

interest to non-Canadians. Museums in other countries have
specimens from the locality, which is well known to foreign
paleobiologists

.

THE FOSSILS

The calcareous clay nodules (many averaging about 13 cm x

5 cm, some smaller and spheroidal)
,
when split sometimes reveal

mirror images of animal and plant remains. Particularly common

are valves of marine molluscs such as Macoma batthica and Hiatet-
la arctica, and fishes such as Capelin (Figure 1). The delicacy
of preservation is demonstrated by remains of tiny crustaceans
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(euphausids) , flying insects (Figure 2), and bird feather impres-
sions (Figure 3). At the other end of the scale are large,

spectacular specimens such as a skull and forelirab of an American
Marten (Figure 4), and a complete 24 cm-long skeleton of a fish
(the sucker, Catostomus sp.; Figure 5) in which bones and scales
are preserved intact. Most of the marine species described
still survive in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, an area that was
formerly at the eastern approaches to the Champlain Sea. Twigs
(Figure 6), leaves and seeds of various plants often occur in

the nodules. They appear to represent at least 10 types of

habitat ranging from moist hardwood forest to freshwater pond
to brackish water to marine. Studies of fossil pollen and micro-
scopic remains of marine organisms that may well be preserved
in the clay nodules are lacking, and future work in this field
could offer scientific rewards.

Figure 1. Opposite halves of split nodule showing three skele-
tons of Capelin (Mallotus villosus;, (NMC 32S; . Note eye spots
to right. Pleistoaene

, Green Creek, Ontario.
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LOCALITY

The Green Creek area, as it is referred to here, covers
land south of the Ottawa River between 75“31'W and 75°36'W, and
45°25'N and 45°30'N. Within this area, most (perhaps 80%) of
the nodules containing fossils have been collected along the
southern shore of the Ottawa River between Hiawatha Park (former-
ly Besserer's ITharf) and the mouth of Green Creek, However,
particularly in the last eight years, many excellent specimens
have been picked up along Green Creek (the main collecting sites
are enclosed in a "C"-shaped zone; Figure 7). It is also worth
noting that, since 1979 when the Convent Glen housing development
began, a few hundred nodules containing fossils have been col-
lected there. Occasionally, fossil-bearing nodules are found in

road excavations.

EXPOSURE OF NODULES

Usually collecting is best in periods of low water following
a heavy spring runoff at Green Creek and along the shore of the

Ottawa River between the mouth of Green Creek and Hiawatha Park.

Under such conditions, many nodules are eroded from the clay
banks. Some are probably washed downstream from their original
location, and are left scattered on shallow stream banks.
Occasionally, some are collected directly from undisturbed clay

Figure 2. Marchfly (Bibio sp.) found on the same bedding plane

as two Capelin skeletons. Pleistocene, Green Creek, Ontario.

(Sea le is in mm) .
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on the banks. The latter finds are particularly important
because they enable scientists to establish their relative geo-
logical age (generally the fossils found nearest the surface
are youngest). Collections in housing developments near Green
Creek (for example, Convent Glen) may also be significant in

this respect, for the land is relatively flat and presumably
most specimens come from a similar level in the sequence of

deposits. In a few cases, field evidence suggests that buried
nodules may have been reworked and concentrated in pockets by
streams following the main episode of marine deposition.

GEOLOGY

At this point, it should be made clear that the Champlain
Sea covered about 53,000 km^ between Quebec City and Lake Ontario,
including parts of the lower Ottawa River valley and the Lake
Champlain valley. This vast inland sea formed somewhat earlier
than 12,000 years ago when the last ice sheet retreated north
of the St. Lawrence Lowland, allowing sea water from the Atlantic
to flood southwestward along the depressed trough. The sea
finally drained about 9,800 years ago as the land slowly "re-

bounded" from the great weight of the ice sheet.

Exposed sedimentary deposits in the Green Creek area seem

Figure 3. Feather impression (NMC 36089) of an unidentified
bird preserved in a split nodule 22.5 cm wide. Note the firm-
ness of the detail. Pleistoceney Green Creek, Ontario.
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to include those laid down in the sea bottom during its later
phases, and even more recent deposits closer to the surface that
suggest reworking of the bottom deposits by fresh water. Two
bodies of Champlain Sea clay are recognized in the Ottawa area
(Gadd 1971). The older clay, deposited on the sea bottom, is

generally light gray, massive, soft, calcareous and bears fossils
(for example, foraminifers and pelecypods) . The younger clay
is generally brown to brownish-gray, stratified (alternating
dark and light bands), stiff, oxidized, mottled, non-calcareous

,

and does not bear fossils except for remains of animals and
plants preserved in concretions. Gadd (1961) suggests that
the latter may be a secondary clay, derived from the older
marine clay, that has been oxidized and laid down in a freshwater
environment

.

AGE

The types of fossils preserved in nodules from the Green
Creek area suggest deposition in a marine coastal environment
- one which would have existed about 10,000 years ago toward the
close of the Ottawa Delta phase of the Champlain Sea (Harington
1978). Also, the fact that fossil-bearing nodules found in

place in the clay tend to be near the surface indicates that
they were probably deposited toward the close of the Champlain
Sea episode. Therefore, both paleoenvironmental and stratigraph-
ic evidence suggests that the fossils date to the end of the

last (Wisconsin) glaciation or the earliest part of the post-
glacial. Radiocarbon analysis of a twig enclosed in a Green
Creek nodule has yielded a date of 9,960 ± 820 years B.P. (GSC-

2498), which supports the foregoing evidence (Gadd 1980).

HISTORY OF FOSSIL COLLECTING AND STUDY

Collecting of fossil-bearing nodules in the Green Creek
area is first recorded about 1845 when Sir Charles Lyell pub-
lished on concretions containing Capelin remains obtained by
the first director of the Geological Survey of Canada, Sir

William Logan. Collecting has continued to the present day,

some of the major contributions to our knowledge of the fossils
having been made by Sir J.W. Dawson (1857, 1871, 1891, 1893) and

Dr. H.M. Ami (1887, 1897, 1902). Professor D.P. Penhallow (1900)

made the greatest contribution to the study of plants enclosed
in the nodules. Unfortunately, no detailed descriptions seem
to have been published on the many species he identified from
the Green Creek area.

Since 1966, the Paleobiology Division of the National
Museum of Natural Sciences has had a program for studying the

Champlain Sea and its environment. Several of the papers arising

from this program have described or mentioned fossils from Green
Creek (Harington 1971, 1972, 1977, 1978). In 1979, D. Champagne
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O 3 cm

Figure 4. Half of split nodule showing skull, anterior verte-

brae and part of the front leg of an American Marten ^Martes

americana^
,

TNMC 204 i) . The fossil implies that boreal forest
was nearby when the animal died. Pleistocene, Green Creek, Ont.

Figure 5. Half of a split nodule showing the skeleton of a
sucker rcatostomus sp.) - the largest complete fish specimen
recorded from a Green Creek nodule.
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(1980) collected many excellent specimens for the Paleobiology
Division, including several fish species hitherto unreported
from Green Creek. Three other studies of fishes in the nodules
were also completed about that time (Champagne et at. 1979,
Arsenault 1979, McAllister et at. 1981). All known fossil
localities are being plotted on 1:25,000 topographic maps of the
Green Creek area. A series of stereo-pairs of air photographs
have also been obtained for more detailed location of fossil
sites and for interpretation of their relationship to local
landforms. More detailed biostratigraphic work is planned for
the future.

Despite the fact that fossils have been collected over the
past 135 years, we are just becoming aware of how little we
know about the paleoenvironment and method of preservation of

the Green Creek fauna and flora.

RECENT ADVANCES

A common problem for collectors is that splitting the

nodules by striking them on the edge with a hammer (or by
other techniques, such as baking them) often produces unsatis-
factory results. Specimens sometimes break across the plane
on which the fossils lie or they break into small pieces. In

an effort to get complete images of the fossils without breaking
nodules, the Paleobiology Division of the National Museum of

Natural Sciences began a cooperative project with the Canadian
Conservation Institute to x-ray a series of fossil-bearing nod-
ules. So far, the greatest success has been achieved where
bones contained in the nodules are relatively dense and where
the covering rock is relatively thin. Xero-radiography of a

partial American Marten skeleton {NMC 2041, normal photograph
shown in Figure 4) revealed with great clarity the previously
undetected entire left lower leg of the animal. Similarly, a

series of vertebrae in the tail region of a Lake Trout specimen
{NMC 2040

\

Figure 8) that were previously covered by rock can
now be seen in an x-ray print. Of course, a "focussing" x-ray
technique would be ideal - particularly where several fish

specimens in the same nodule lie on different planes. Recent
advances in x-ray techniques suggest that such a method may

soon be practical.

Another interesting discovery was made in August 1981,

when a new site producing fossil-bearing nodules like those at

Green Creek was located near Eardley, Quebec. Many good speci-

mens have come from this site, including one containing a

herring-like fish {NMC S6456) hitherto unknown from Champlain

Sea deposits.

Research is proceeding on reconstruction of the paleo-

environment of the Green Creek area about 10,000 years ago, and

also in developing hypotheses that might explain why so many
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well-preserved specimens are found at sites such as Green Creek
and Eardley.

What do the plant remains indicate? Assuming that the

fossils represent a relatively brief period of time, and moving
from higher to lower elevations, evidently the following habitats
existed (personal communication, E. Haber 1979; see the list at

the end of this article): moist hardwood forest (poplar, birch,
aspen); thickets and clearings (grasses, shrubs), sandy or grav-
elly shoreline (Silverweed)

;
peaty, acid soils (sundew, moss,

sedge); moist swampy woods (horsetails), marshy borders (cat-
tails, Water Horsetail, sedges), freshwater pond (American Eel-
grass, Water-weed, Water-shield), freshwater stream {Font-lnaZis

sp. - an aquatic moss), saline or brackish water (pondweeds such
as Potamogeton peatinatus ,

P. perfotiatus and P. pusilus) , marine
(Rockweed and possibly a colonial diatom Cymbetla prostration).
A single land mammal fossil preserved in one of the nodules,
American Marten, suggests the former presence of coniferous for-
est in the area.

The fish remains indicate that the following habitats may
have coexisted near Green Creek (McAllister et al. 1981), pro-
ceeding from freshwater to marine environments: deep, cool

O 3 cm

Figure 6. Arrow points to twig (NMC 9882) preserved in a nodule.
An example of the external appearance of many of the nodules.
Pleistocene, Green Creek, ^tario.
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oligotrophic lakes* (Cisco, Lake Trout, Deepwater Sculpin, suck-
er); brackish estuary fed by creeks (toracod, stickleback, smelt);
cool, deep marine bay with gravel beaches (Capelin, hookear scul-
pin, blenny-like fish. Lumpfish, cod). Of the fishes, remains
of male Capelin in spawning condition (identified by pronounced
anal fins) are by far the commonest in the nodules. Presumably
great numbers died off following spawning, which occurred in

summer, perhaps in the marine embayment hypothesized above. Why
were so many good specimens preserved in this particular area?
It seems reasonable that about 10,000 years ago, when the Cham-
plain Sea was rapidly receding, freshly exposed sea bottom clays
would have been very unstable and could have collapsed readily
into the hypothetical embayment - the fine sediments rapidly
burying the dead masses of Capelin and other organisms. It is

worth noting that calcium carbonate concretions (nodules) , such
as those from Green Creek containing fishes, could have formed
rapidly after the death of the fish as a result of decomposition
(Berner 1968).

Systematic research on the fossils and their source deposits
will probably clarify many of the problems in paleoenvironmental
reconstruction and preservation of specimens that have been so

sketchily dealt with here.

CONCLUSION

Nodules found in the Green Creek area contain a broad, often
excellently preserved sample of the plants and animals that lived
in the Ottawa area about 10,000 years ago. In order to protect
this important part of our heritage, it is suggested that a band
of ground I km wide, extending in a rough "C"-shape from Hiawatha
Park to the mouth of Green Creek to the head of Green Creek, be

set aside as a "Prehistoric Park". (This proposal is mentioned
in Wilson 1982, pp. 70-72; Figure 7). Perhaps a display room
showing some of the most important and interesting fossils from
the locality and providing information on the geological history
of the area and its paleoenvironment could be established in the

area with direct access by road from Highway 17.

* Lakes defic-ient i-n plant nutrients and usually h/zving abundant
dissolved oxygen, with no marked stratification.

Opposite: Figure 7. Map showing the most important areas to

preserve as a possible ''Prehistoric Park". The dashed line

encloses main exposures where fossil-bearing nodules have been
collected.
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Hiawatha Park

Green Creek Fossil Locality
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ANIMAL AND PLANT SPECIES CONTAINED IN NODULES

FROM THE GREEN CREEK AREA

Animals

Vertebrates

Fishes

Cisco
Lake Trout
Capelin
Rainbow Smelt
sucker
cod
Atlantic Tomcod
hookear sculpin
Deepwater Sculpin
blenny-Iike fish
Lumpfish

Coregonus artedii or C. zenith-ious
Salvelinus namaycush
Mallotus villosus
Cbmerus mordax
Catostomus sp.

Gadus sp.

Microgadus tomcod
Artediellus sp.

Myoxoaephalus thompsoni
Blennioidea

*Cyalopterus lumpus
Threespine Stickleback Gasterosteus aauleatus

Birds

feather impressions Aves

Mammals

Harp Seal

small seal
American Marten

Phoca (Pagophilus) groenlandioa
Phoca sp.

Martes americana

Invertebrates

Marine Worms

planktonic polychaete

Marine Molluscs

Nereis petagica {= N. caeca
Fabricius?)

gastropod
pelecypod
pelecypod
pelecypod
pelecypod
pelecypod
pelecypod

Cylichna alba or IDiaphana minuta
Macoma balthica
Porttandia arctica
Porttandia tenticuZa
HiateZla arctica
Mytilus edulis
NucuZa tenuis

Crustaceans

barnacle
isopod
pelagic euphausid

BaZanus crenatus
Idotaega sabini
Euphausiacea (near Meganyctiphanes)

**Estheria dawsoni
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Insects

march! ly
mayfly
beetle
beetle
beetle
caddisf ly
pill bettle

Echinoderms

asteroid
ophiuroid
ophiuroid

Bibio sp.

Ephemeridae
*Fornax ledensis
*Tenebrio oalculensis
*Byri>hus ottawaensis
*Phryganea ejecta
Byrrhidae {Cytvtus or Byvrhus)

Crossaster papposus
Ophiura sp

.

Oph-iocoma sp. or Amphiura sp.

Plants

Sugar Maple (1)^^ Acer saccharinum
alder (6) Alnus sp.
Yellow Birch (1) Betula alleghaniensis (5. tutea)
Water-shield (7) Brasenia schreberi (B. peltata)
Brome Grass (2) Bromus ciliatus
sedge (4) Carex megellanica
Round-leaved Sundew (4) Drosera rotundifolia
Water-weed (7) Elodea canadensis
algae (10) Encyonema prostratum

iCymbella prostratum)
Water Horsetail (6) Equisetum fluviatile {E. limosum)
Dwarf Horsetail (5) Equisetum scirpoides
Wood Horsetail (5) Equisetum sylvaticum
an aquatic moss (8) Fontinalis sp.

Rockweed (10) Fucus digitatus
Huckleberry (2) Gaylussacia baccata (G. resinosa)
bog moss (4) Drepanocladus fluitans^
Rice Grass (2) Oryzopsis asperifolia
Balsam Poplar (1) Populus balsamifera
Large-toothed Aspen (1) Populus grandidentata
pondweed (8,9) Potamogeton pectinatus
pondweed (8,9) Potamogeton perfoliatus
pondweed (8,9) Potamogeton pusillus
pondweed (9?) **Potamogeton rutilans
Silverweed (3) Potentilla anserina
willow (broad adaptations) Salix sp.

Narrow-leaved Cattail (6) Typha latifolia
American Eel-grass (7) Valisneria americana (V. spiralis)

* Record requires verification.
** Taxonomic position uncertain.

11 Speculative plant paleohabitats : 1 (moist hardwood forest);

2 (thickets and clearings); 3 (sandy or gravelly shoreline)

;

4 (peaty, acid soils); 5 (moist, swampy woods); 8 (marshy

borders); 7 (freshwater pond); 8 (freshwater stream) ; 9 (sa-

line, brackish); 10 (marine).
f rHypnum f luitansj

.
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How Many Uninvited Plants

in your Garden?
Bill Gummer and Frank Bell

The definition of a weed usually includes the implication
that it grows where it is unwanted, along with aspects like vig-

orous growth, prolific seed production, and resistance to poor

conditions. On the basis of this broad approach, we have com-

pared notes on the interlopers in our respective gardens - in

the fall of 1982 - and have produced the following story. Some

identifications in our list are only to genus, but still the

list shows the variety of plant life that may be found literally
in your own backyard. If there are any hedges around your lot,

the harvest will be improved; nothing beats a hedge for trapping
moving seeds whether carried by wind, animal or bird.

At Members' Slide Night in September 1982, FB remarked in

passing that he had 19 weeds growing in his garden. BG felt
that FB must have a pretty clean garden in that case, and a

quick check the next day showed almost twice as many weed species

in his garden. Further effort by both of us extended the two

lists to a total of possibly 56 species at the time of putting
the gardens away for the winter. Of these 56, 18 are common to

both gardens, which, incidentally, are widely separated in Ottawa
(FB in Elmvale Acres in the southeast and BG in the Carlingwood
area in the west). In the following listing, "B" stands for

Bell and "G" for Gummer. Scientific names follow Gillett and
White (1978). Asterisks are explained in the paragraph after
the tabulation.

Fox-tail Barley
Yellow Fox-tail
Green Fox-tail
Low Spear Grass
Quack Grass
Smooth Crab Grass
Witch Grass
Prostrate Knotweed
Lady ' s Thumb
Climbing Buckwheat

*Hordeum gubatum
Setaria glauaa
Setaria vividis
Poa annua
Agropyron repens
Digitaria isahaemum
*Panicum capitlare
**Polygonum aviculare
Polygonum persicaria
Polygonum convolvulus

B

B

G

G

G

G

B,G
B,G
B,G

G

Lamb's Quarters
Pigweed
Purslane
Chickweed
Mouse-eared Chickweed
White Cockle
Bladder Campion

Chenopodium album
Amaranthus retroflexus
Portulaca oleracea
Stellaj‘ia media
Cerastium vulgatum
Lychnis alba
Silene cucubalus

B,G
B

G

B,G
B,G

G

G
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Buttercup Ranunaulus aaris G

Shepherd's Purse Capsella bursa-pastoris B,G
Penny Cress Thlaspe arvense G

Cinquefoil Potentilla sp. B

Rough Cinquefoil *Potentilla norvegioa G

Silvery Cinquefoil Potentilla argentea G
"Berry" Rubus sp. B

Tufted Vetch Vicia craooa G
White Clover Trifolium repens B,G
Red Clover Trifolium pratense B

Clover (yellow) Trifoliim sp. G
Common Buckthorn Rhamnus cathartioa G

Yellow Wood Sorrel **Oxalis striata B,G

Three-seeded Mercury *Aaalypha virginiaa B,G
Velvet Leaf Abutilon theophrasti B

Common Milkweed *Asolepias syriaaa G

Creeping Spurge **Euphorbia supina G

Catnip Nepeta aataria G

Ground Ivy Gleahoma hederacea B

Peppermint Mentha piperita B

Heal-all *Prunella vulgaris B,G
Climbing Nightshade Solanum dulcamara B,G
Butter-and-eggs Linaria vulgojris G

Mullein Verbasoum thapsus G

Thyme-leaved Speedwell **Veroniaa serpyHifolia B,G
Broad-leaved Plantain Plantago major G

Indian Tobacco *Lobelia inflata G

Grape *Vitis sp. G

Virginia Creeper *Parthenocissus quinquefolia B,G
Creeping Bellflower Campanula rapunculoides G

Canada Fleabane *Erigeron canadensis G

Strigose Fleabane *Erigeron strigosus B,G
Common Ragweed *Ambrosia artemisiifolia B,G
Ox-eye Daisy Chrysanthemum leucanthemum B,G

Common Groundsel Senecio Vulgaris G

Canada Thistle Cirsium arvense G

Bull Thistle Cirsium vulgare G

Thistle Cirsium sp. B

Black-eyed Susan *Rudbeckia hirta B

Dandelion Taraxacum officinale B,G
Sow Thistle Sonahus sp. G

The majority of our weeds are immigrants (as are most of us)

from other continents. This is not surprising since the habitats
for which they are best adapted - bare ground and "unnatural"

lawn - were very rare or absent before the white man came. Over
70% of the weeds treated in two important works on Canadian and

Ontario weeds are guests of the country (Montgomery and Switzer

1976, Frankton and Mulligan 1970) . Our list shows a similar
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proportion. Only those marked with an asterisk (*) are native

to Canada. For those marked with two asterisks (**) there is

some confusion between our reference books; but all four of

those marked species, as well, may be North American in origin
(Fogg 1945)

.

There are some passing comments on the weeds:

worst ones - Yellow Wood Sorrel - shrugs off most weed killers
and goes on happily flipping out its seeds,

- Smooth Crab Grass - it's not there, it's there.'
- Creeping Spurge - cute little thing, neat, and

loves to grow under the vegetables,
- Purslane - no suitable words for this one,
- Creeping Bellflower - fragile and persistent root

system makes it tough;

most attractive - White Cockle - if you just look at the flowers,
- Creeping Bellflower - for a few days it looks

like a proper perennial,
- Climbing Nightshade - can't deny its attrac-

tiveness .

As a matter of interest, the following are often classed
as weeds but have been accepted into BG's garden:

G

G

G

G

G

Orpine
Trailing Stonecrop
Mossy Stonecrop
Moneywort
Jimson Weed

Sedum teleiphimi

Sedum sarmentosum
Sedum aove
Lysimachia nummularia
Batura strarmonium

Since we are both good gardeners, there is no guarantee
that all the plants listed above will be on view in 1983. What
have you got growing in your garden?
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A Winter Birding Trip

Bruce M. Di Labio

On February 19, 1983, The Ottawa Field-Naturalists' Club
and the Kingston Field Naturalists combined forces for an all-
out assault on Ottawa birds. Armed with binoculars, spotting
scopes and lunches, 65 keen observers took to the field for a

day of winter birding.

The two groups met at 10 a.m. at the Victoria Memorial
Museum parking lot. After a brief exchange of greetings, the
participants climbed aboard the buses and set off for the Jack
Pine Nature Trail on Moodie Drive. There they split into two
groups, one led by Bruce Di Labio and the other by Steve O'Don-
nell. Two hours of birding here turned up a Red -breasted Nut-
hatch, a few Golden-crowned Kinglets and a Goshawk, along with
many of the more usual species.

After lunch at the parking lot (and a brief search for two
missing participants), the trip resumed. In the Fallowfield-
Eagleson Side Road area, the parties observed a Snowy Owl, a

Red-tailed Hawk, a Northern Shrike and a large flock of Snow
Buntings. Proceeding northwest toward Dunrobin, they stopped
at a woodland trail behind Shirleys Bay for two calling Pileated
Woodpeckers (not seen) and two Common Ravens. At Dunrobin
everyone had a good view of a raven perched in a tree.

Back in Ottawa near the Byron and Kirkwood intersection, all

65 people had a look at one tree which had been visited regularly
by three-toed woodpeckers. Finding the tree devoid of any wood-
peckers, the group then went a bit further south to some resi-
dential streets near the Carling and Merivale intersection where
three-toed woodpeckers had been seen recently. On the way
there, however, the bus carrying the Ottawa group didn't take
the correct turn, and the two groups temporarily parted company.
The Kingston group was fortunate enough to see a female Black-
backed Three-toed Woodpecker, while the Ottawa group continued
on to the Experimental Farm where they found a pair of Gray Par-
tridge and a few Horned Larks. The Ottawa people then went back
to the museum. The Kingston birders took one more side trip,

to Hull via the Champlain Bridge (which is apparently illegal
in a commercial vehicle such as a bus) in a successful search
for the female Barrow's Goldeneye at Brebeuf Park.

Back at the museum at 4:30 p.m., the two groups found they

had a combined total of 32 species for the day. The weather,

which was overcast in the morning but clear later on in the day,

probably helped in getting that total. The general conclusion

was that the joint field trip was a great success and should be

repeated. Special thanks to Dan Brunton, Dan MacKinnon and

Steve O'Donnell for their help during the outing.
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Dan Brunton, Club President, in dark glasses, welcomed the King-

ston naturalists and introduced them to the Greenbelt and Jack
Pine Trail, where they are pictured above.

In the centre of this group, Bruce Di Labio is trying to squeak
in Golden-crowned Kinglets. photographs by Paul Davidson
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Annual Ski Outing
with the Thomsons

Roger Taylor

March 6, 1983, was the date selected for the annual ski
outing at Sheila and Harry Thomson's cabin in the Calabogie Hills
part of the Madawaska Highlands, 100 km west of Ottawa. An un-
fortunate delay in the arrival of some members' Trail & Land-
scapes, combined with a forecast of rain and with very little
winter snow, may have caused several would-be participants to

pass up this trip. So, only Rick Leavens and I ventured forth
on a beautiful, sunny morning. After struggling up the hill to

the Thomson's cabin, we got the usual warm welcome from Sheila
and Harry and their daughter Elizabeth, who was home from uni-
versity for a long weekend.

After suitable refreshments and a careful inspection of the
bird feeder visitors, we set off on a most enjoyable, leisurely
trek around the lakes that dot the forested countryside near the
cabin. As we set off, the temperature was probably just above
freezing^ but it rose steadily through the day to a high of

about 10 C. Under the warm sun, layers of clothing and gloves
were hastily removed, and we all enjoyed smooth, easy skiing
across the first few lakes.

Ravens were abundant and frequently flopped their way across
the blue sky. Spring was clearly in the air, and we frequently
heard the territorial drumming of a Hairy Woodpecker. Going
through the wood between lakes, we heard the ringing call of

the Pileated Woodpecker and glimpsed it flying through the trees.
Black-capped Chickadees were often seen and heard, and both
nuthatches were vocal. On a couple of occasions. Golden-crowned
Kinglets let us know that they were enjoying the warm sun.

Although our hosts remarked that this was the worst winter
day in their experience for animal tracks, we still saw plenty of

evidence of Fishers as they patrolled the area. Deer, otter and
rabbit tracks were also easily seen, and on one occasion, a

startled Snowshoe Hare bounded away through the trees. It was
unfortunately not the melanistic hare that Sheila and Harry had

observed the previous day.

After a lunch stop which included hot citrus tea, we really

began to appreciate the strength of the sun's rays. The lakes
were now covered with pools of water which could not be avoided.
Water skiing took on a new meaning. It was definitely mandatory
to keep your balance.

We scanned the skies hopefully for the Bald Eagles that
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were roosting on nearby Black Donald Lake, but no amount of

trying could make the frequently observed ravens into eagles.

We contented ourselves with looking at snow fleas in the snow,

several different kinds of bracket fungi on various trees, and

last year's Indian Pipe poking its way through the fairly thin

layers of snow in the woods.

We had another glimpse of a Pileated Woodpecker, but, with-
out a doubt, the highlight of the excursion came when Elizabeth
pointed out a Mink just emerging from the trees at the edge of

the lake we were crossing. It proceeded about its business do-

ing its best to ignore us. In response to Harry's squeaking,

it finally looked up and showed its white chin and then went

back to what it was doing. As it snaked its way across the

beaver dam, we could almost hear it mutter to itself, "Stupid
humansi That's just ruined my day". A quick stop at the beaver
dam on the next pond to look at recently chewed trees and then
we were back, after a delightful outing with our hospitable
hosts.

As we relaxed in the cabin over hot tea, Sheila told us

that we had traversed 13 lakes of various sizes. Considering
the amount of water that was on those that we crossed in the
afternoon, we all agreed that we had just participated in an

historic event. This was the first ever OFNC water ski excur-

sion' Many thanks to Sheila, Harry and Elizabeth for another
great outing.

Visitors are Welcome at Birds Committee Meetings

The Birds Committee is responsible for all bird-related
activities within The Ottawa Field-Naturalists' Club, including
the Owl Census; Spring, Fall and Christmas Bird Counts; the

annual Seedathon; maintenance of the Club feeders; and all rare
bird reports for the Ottawa District.

Interested members of the Club are invited to attend and to

participate in the meetings of the Birds Committee. Meetings
are held regularly, except in the summer, at 7:30 p.m. in

Activity Room #3 of the National Museum of Natural Sciences,
Metcalfe and McLeod Streets.

Future meetings are scheduled for April 28, May 26, June 23,

September 22, October 27, November 24 and December 15. As the
meeting dates are occasionally changed due to unforeseen circum-
stances, it is advisable to confirm the date beforehand. For
this and other information on the Birds Committee, contact Tom
Hanrahan, Chairman, Birds Committee, telephone 230-5290.
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arranged by the Excursions and Lectures Committee
Paul Catling (996-1665), Chairman

Times stated for excursions are departure times. Please
arrive earlier; leaders start promptly. If you need a ride,

don't hesitate to ask the leader.

BIRD WALKS FOR BEGINNERS

This series of three- to four-hour walks is offered for
novice birders. Binoculars are essential and waterproof foot-
wear is advisable.

Saturday Leader Meeting Place
7 May Roger Taylor (731-9270) Britannia Drive-In*

14 May to be decided
||

Britannia Filtration
21 May Bob Bracken (728-3495) || Plant entrance**
*Carling Avenue; ** Bus #51 stops here.

Time: 7:30 a.m.

MAY EVENING STROLLS

These four informal walks are offered to expand members'
general knowledge of natural history. Insect repellent may be
useful; wear waterproof footwear.

Wednesday SOUTH MARGH HIGHLANDS
4 May Leader: Frank Bell (521-8046)

6:30 p.m. Meet: northeast corner of Lincoln Fields Shopping
Centre (Richmond Road and Assaly Road)

Wednesday VINCENT MASSEY PARK
11 May Leader: Marc Bose (225-3873)
6:30 p.m. Meet: Vincent Massey Park (parking lot near Heron

Road Bridge)

Wednesday BRITANNIA WOODS
25 May Leader: Bob Bracken (728-3495)
6:30 p.m. Meet: entrance to Britannia Filtration Plant

Bus # 51 stops here.
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MIDWEEK BOTANY EXCURSIONS

This spring the Botany Group is conducting a series of

casual afternoon explorations on the following dates:

Tuesday 3 May Tuesday 31 May
Wednesday 18 May Wednesday 8 June,

all starting at 1:00 p.m. For the rendezvous spot, location of

the outing, and further information, telephone the Club number
(722-3050) on the day before the excursion.

Sunday BINDING AT SHIRLEYS BAY
1 May Leader: Stephen O'Donnell (722-3050)

7:00 a.m. Meet: Britannia Drive-In Theatre, Carling Avenue
Bring waterproof footwear, binoculars and insect
repellent

.

Friday OWLING IN THE DARK
6 May Leader: Bruce Di Labio (729-6267)

7:45 p.m. Meet: Neatby Building, located one block west of the
Irving Place-Maple Drive stoplight on Carling
Avenue. Use the parking lot west of the Neatby
Building and south of the greenhouses.

Take advantage of this field workshop to learn the
diagnostic "hoots" of the owls and the "songs" of some
other nocturnal birds. If weather appears unfavour-
able, telephone the leader to confirm whether or not
the outing will take place as scheduled. If the
weather and the birds are cooperative, the outing
will last until about midnight; earlier otherwise.

Sunday
8 May
8:00 a.m.

GENERAL INTEREST HIKE IN THE ALFRED BOG
Leaders: Ernie Beauchesne and other Vankleek Hill

naturalists
Meet: National Museum of Natural Sciences, Metcalfe

and McLeod Streets, front entrance
Come and see one of the most spectacular wetlands
in the Ottawa Valley. Be prepared for a long walk,
and wear waterproof footwear. Bring a lunch and
insect repellent. The Museum's Dinobus will be
provided at no cost for transportation. Those wish-
ing to participate should register at least ten days
in advance of the outing by telephoning the Club
number (722-3050)

.
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Tuesday
10 May
8:00 p .m

.

OFNC MONTHLY MEETING
ONTARIO BREEDING BIRD ATLAS PROJECT
Speakers: Mike Cadman and Bruce Di Labio
Meet: Auditorium, National Museum of Natural

Sciences, Metcalfe and McLeod Streets
Mike will begin by providing an overview of the
Ontario Breeding Bird Atlas Project, including
mention of some of the more interesting discoveries.
Bruce will outline the status of work in the Ottawa
region and discuss the highlights. This is one of

the most popular cooperative naturalists' projects
going, and more participants are needed. Mike is

provincial coordinator, and Bruce is the regional
coordinator of the project.

Sunday
15 May
7:00 a .m.

BIRDING AT RAMSAYVILLE MARSH
Leader: Bill Coburn (824-4101)
Meet: Anderson Road at CNR tracks north of Russell

Road
Following the visit to the marsh, birding will con-
tinue on the trail opposite the Geomagnetic Lab and/
or the area at the end of Ridge Road. If you do not
have transportation or are able to offer a lift to

someone without transportation, please call the Club
number (722-3050) a few days prior to the outing.
Bring waterproof footwear, binoculars and insect
repellent

.

Thursday
19 May
8:00 a.m.

BIRDING WITH GEORGE
Leader: George McGee (733-1739)

Meet: Britannia Drive-In Theatre, Carling Avenue
Mid-week birding for the retired but not-so-tired

.

(People "playing hooky" are also welcome.)

Saturday
21 May
9:00 a.m.

SPRING WILDFLOWER FIELD TRIP
Leader: Jack Gillett (995-9252)
Meet: National Museum of Natural Sciences, Metcalfe

and McLeod Streets, front entrance
Jack is Curator of Vascular Plants at the National
Museum of Natural Sciences and senior author of

the Checklist of Vascular Plants of the Ottawa-Eull
Region, Canada. This half-day outing will feature
a botanical exploration of the local area. Bring
a snack, insect repellent and waterproof footwear.
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Sunday
22 May
10:00 a.m.

Wednesday
25 May
9: 00 a.m.

Saturday
& Sunday
28 & 29

May

Sunday
12 June
5:00 a.m.

MOTORCADE TOUR OF A BLUEBIRD TRAIL
Leader: Carson Thompson (1-267-5721)

Meet: parking lot at the Perth Wildlife Reserve.

The car caravan will wend its way by county roads

to the Mill Pond Conservation Area. Bring a lunch

to eat at Mill Pond. Following lunch there will be

a general interest walk to explore the conservation
area

.

The signs for the Perth Wildlife Reserve can be

picked up on the Rideau Ferry Road off. Highway 43

between Perth and Smiths Falls. Carson Thompson is

the manager of the Perth Wildlife Reserve.

TRIP TO MARY STUART'S FARM
Leader: Mary Stuart (820-5220)
Meet: Loblaws, Carlingwood Shopping Centre,

Carling Avenue at Woodroffe Avenue
The route leads past rock outcrops of limestone,
marble and granite on the way to Mary's farm near
Pakenham. At the farm, spring wildflowers await
everyone free to ramble on this Wednesday. Bring a

picnic lunch, waterproof footwear, binoculars and
insect repellent. Call Mary the day before for last
minute details.

SPRING WEEKEND IN THE WILD
Leaders: Harry and Sheila Thomson (234-0845)
A weekend tent-out on Mount St. Patrick to hear the
sounds of nature at dawn. Contact the leaders by
May 25 for map and briefing, or to arrange the loan
of a tent.

BREEDING BIRD ATLAS OUTDOOR WORKSHOP
Leader: Bruce Di Labio (729-6267)
Meet: Billings Bridge Plaza near Mister Donut.
Bruce is the regional coordinator of the Ontario
Breeding Bird Atlas Project, the topic of the May
Monthly Meeting. For this workshop he will choose
a 10 km X 10 km square with an interesting variety
of habitats, as close to the city as possible.
After the participants have been instructed on bird
atlassing, they will break up into groups to cover
different parts of the square. The same square will
be investigated two weeks later. Some birding ex-
pertise is necessary. Bring a lunch, and insect
repellent, and be prepared for hiking in varied ter-
rain .
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Tuesday
14 June
8:00 p.m.

OFNC MONTHLY MEETING
LIFE IN THE SOIL
Speaker: Valerie Behan-Pelletier
Meet: Auditorium, National Museum of Natural

Sciences, Metcalfe and McLeod Streets
Soil is one of our most important non-renewable
resources. Valerie, who is a research scientist
with Agriculture Canada, will discuss the different
kinds of soil invertebrates and the factors affect-
ing their density and diversity. These minute ani-
mals play a vital role in decomposition, nutrient
cycling, and soil formation. Furthermore, they are
essential to the maintenance and restoration of

soil fertility. Living material will be available
for observation through a microscope.

Sunday
19 June
1:00 p.m.

FERN IDENTIFICATION FIELD TRIP
Leader: Bill Arthurs (225-6941)
Meet: Elmvale Shopping Centre, northeast corner

of parking lot
This will be a general interest botanical outing
with an emphasis on identifying some of our local
ferns. The group will explore parts of the Larose
Forest, a beautiful area about 30 km east of Ottawa.
Easily found are 11 genera and over 16 species of
ferns, as well as a few species of club mosses. A
few species of local orchids may also be seen.

Wednesday
22 June
8:00 p.m.

BOTANY STUDY GROUP
Leader: Aileen Mason (722-2279) and Paul Catling
Meet: National Museum of Natural Sciences, Room 3

in the basement, Metcalfe and McLeod Streets
This meeting will feature planning and organization
of summer activities.

Thursday
23 June
10:00 a.m.

MIDWEEK WALK AT BLACK LAKE
Leader: Fenja Brodo (225-7081)
Meet: northeast corner of Lincoln Fields Shopping

Centre (Richmond Road and Assaly Road)
This outing will focus on insects. Bring a lunch
and insect repellent.
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Saturday
25 June

7 : 00 a .m.

BUS TRIP TO THE ST. LAWRENCE ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK

Leader: Colin Gaskell and a Parks Canada Staff

interpreter
Meet: National Museum of Natural Sciences, Metcalfe

and McLeod Streets, front entrance
Cost: $10.00
The group will be met at Mallorytown Landing by a

staff interpreter who will introduce us to the park
with a slide presentation. We will then proceed by

bus to Hill Island where we will explore on foot in

small groups. Of special interest is the Black Rat

Snake study, in particular the radiotelemetry track-
ing program. Other anticipated highlights include
a stand of Pitch Pine and various rare plants.
Members wishing to participate should register at

least ten days in advance by sending their cheques
or money orders (payable to The Ottawa Field-Natural-
ists' Club) to Ellaine Dickson, 2037 Honeywell Ave.

,

Ottawa K2A 0P7. Include your name, address, tele-
phone number and the name of the trip.

Sunday
26 June
5:00 a.m.

BREEDING BIRD ATLAS OUTDOOR WORKSHOP
Leader: Bruce Di Labio (729-6267)
Meet: Billings Bridge Plaza near Mister Donut
See the June 12 outing for additional details.

Sunday
10 July
9:30 a.m.

TIGER BEETLES AND OTHER SUN-LOVING INSECTS
Leaders: Henri Goulet and Yves Bousquet (996-1665)
Meet: Neatby Building, located one block west of

the Irving Place-Maple Drive stoplight on
Garling Avenue.

This outing will focus on some of those sun-loving
insects that are most common at this time of year,
particularly the Tiger Beetles. Take your Tiger
Beettes of the Ottawa VaVLey in the January-February
1983 issue of Trail & Landsaape and let the experts
help you explore this fascinating genus of beetles.
Bring a lunch.

Wednesday
13 July
6:30 p.m.

SUMMER EVENING STROLL
Leader: Sheila Thomson (234-0845)
Meet: Elmvale Shopping Centre, northeast corner of

parking lot
This will be a general interest walk on the National
Capital Commission hiking trail off Conroy Road.
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Sunday
17 July
8:00 a.m.

BUS TRIP TO THE SHAW WOODS
Leader: Albert Dugal (821-1236)

Meet: National Museum of Natural Sciences, Metcalfe
and McLeod Streets, front entrance

This unique and complex woods contains some of the

tallest trees in eastern Ontario. Its most inter-
esting features are an ancient cedar swamp and a

tract of trees in essentially virgin condition. The
woods is bordered on one side by a large cattail
marsh which, in turn, abuts a granitic escarpment.
(A more detailed account appeared in the March-April,
1980 Trait & Landscape .) It is hoped that most
of the features of the Shaw Woods will be examined
briefly during this full day trip. Bring appropriate
footwear, insect repellent and lunch. The Museum's
Dinobus will be supplied free of charge for trans-
portation. Return by 6:30 p.m. Those wishing to

participate should register at least ten days in

advance of the outing by phoning the Club number
(722-3050)

.

Saturday
13 August
8:00 a.m.

BUS EXCURSION TO CHAFFEY ' S LOCKS
Leaders: Roger Taylor and Peter Hall
Meet: National Museum of Natural Sciences, Metcalfe

and McLeod Streets, front entrance
Cost: $7.00
This will be our first midsummer visit to the Queen's
Biology Station. Several easy hikes will enable
participants to explore a wide variety of habitats
and wildlife areas. In addition, scientists at the
Station will introduce the group to some of the fish
ecology studies being carried out there this summer.

If the weather is cooperative. Black Rat Snakes
should be seen. The cost of $7.00 is to cover the
expense of the steak cookout which will be held at

the Station from 5 to 6 p.m. The Dinobus, which will
be provided free of charge by the Museum, should
return to Ottawa by 8 p.m. Those wishing to go
should register at least ten days in advance by
sending their cheques or money orders (payable to

The Ottawa Field-Naturalists' Club) to Ellaine Dick-
son, 2037 Honeywell Ave.

,
Ottawa K2A 0P7. Include

your name, address, telephone number and the name
of the trip. Anyone who wishes to travel by private
car must register for the meal. Bring a lunch and
insect repellent.
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Date to be LATE SUMMER EVENING EXCURSION TO LOOK FOR FRINGED

decided GENTIAN
Leader: Sheila Thomson (234-0845)

It is anticipated that participants will bring a

bagged dinner and leave the city directly from work.

Phone Sheila for details up to August 15th.

Sunday
21 August
7:30 a .m.

SUMMER WILDFLOWERS
Leader: Frank Bell (521-8046)

Meet: National Museum of Natural Sciences, Metcalfe
and McLeod Streets, front entrance

The emphasis will be on identifying late summer
asters and goldenrods. This will be a half-day trip.

Saturday
27 August
7:00 a.m.

SHORE BIRDS FOR BEGINNERS
Leader: Tom Hanrahan (230-5290)
Meet: Britannia Drive-In Theatre, Carling Avenue
For this three- or four-hour outing binoculars are
essential and waterproof footwear is advisable.

Tuesday
30 August
8:00 a.m.

BIRDING WITH GEORGE
Leader: George McGee (733-1739)
Meet: Britannia Drive-In Theatre, Carling Avenue
Midweek binding for the retired but not-so-tired.
(People "playing hooky" are also welcome.)

Saturday
10 Sept.

9:00 a.m.

PONDWEED FIELD TRIP
Leader: Paul Catling (996-1665)
Meet: National Museum of Natural Sciences, Metcalfe

and McLeod Streets, front entrance
This is a special outing designed to enable Club
members to gain a familiarity with the pondweeds.
(See the last issue of Tvait S Landscape 17(2): 79-

99.) Twenty-one of the 29 species found in Canada
occur in the District, and it will be our object to

see all 21 in mature fruiting condition.

Sunday
11 Sept.
5:30 a.m.

BIRD BANDING WITH THE OTTAWA BANDING GROUP
Leader: Janette Dean
This outing will be limited to 20 people. To
register and obtain further details, phone the Club
number (722-3050) after August 28.

DEADLINE: Material Intended for the Septemher-October Issue
must be In the Editor's hands before July 2.
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